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0.1 INTRODUCTION
The professionals that comprised the Downtown Roadmap team for Kingstree have combined 
experience in over 500 Main Street communities across America. This broad-based experience 
led them to a conclusion about a missing service within the typical Main Street repertoire. 
Namely, there exists a large gap between the Resource Team service (that provides a great 
deal of process information) and a downtown master plan service (that provides a great deal of 
product). The scope of work that was conducted for the Downtown Roadmap for Kingstree was 
designed to precisely fill that gap.  

The Downtown Roadmap process for Kingstree combined a quick, yet strategic, community 
assessment with immediate and highly illustrative deliverables.  The assessment component 
included a community tour, strategic input sessions with the Steering Committee, City staff, 
and multiple stakeholder groups that provided pertinent information from the community that 
guided the team’s work.  As a result, the assessment component garnered the best of both 
worlds: the gathering of salient information to guide the Roadmap Team without a drawn-out 
input process that left the community “tired of talking” about plans in absence of seeing 
anything tangible produced. The deliverables --most of which are captured within this report-- 
were all produced within the three-day duration of the Kingstree Downtown Roadmap process. 
The result was a “lighter, quicker, cheaper” version of a combined Resource Team and Master 
Plan process that garnered the benefits of both without the tedium or redundancy of either.  

Said most simply, the Downtown Roadmap is a ‘Visual Strategic Plan’ to guide the near-term 
efforts of strategic partners tasked with implementing plans, projects, and initiatives that 
are focused on thoughtful downtown economic development and appropriate physical realm 
revitalization. 

Annotated Final Presentation
Please see the following YouTube link to watch and listen to the annotated final presentation 
that references all the information presented and recommendations made as a part of the 
Kingstree Downtown Roadmap: https://youtu.be/xhBnpF0h-1s

0.2 MAJOR THEMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the benefits of the Downtown Roadmap process is that it synthesizes the myriad potential 
initiatives a community could pursue down to a prioritized few that represent the best wisdom of 
the local stakeholders and the expertise of the Downtown Roadmap Team. What follows are the 
four primary areas of focus that are being proposed for downtown Kingstree. However, it is im-
perative that any/all retail retention and recruitment strategies, design and planning initiatives, 
and public or private investment decisions be rooted in economic realities. Therefore, a Market 
Analysis was conducted to guide the recommendations contained herein.

• The Market: Economic Development Strategy
• The Story: Branding and Marketing Strategy
• The Place: Design and Planning Strategy
• Get the Job Done: Organization and Implementation Strategy

Executive Summary: Introduction
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Executive Summary: Major Themes

Understand the Market
In order to make judicious recommendations for infrastructure, beautification, and revitalization 
investments, it is necessary to understand the economic factors that are affecting Kingstree. A 
market assessment was conducted to understand Kingstree’s market dynamics, particularly from 
a retail perspective. A combination of surveys, drive-time statistics, interviews, and raw market 
data was used to gain a better understanding of Kingstree’s market climate. This section contains 
an executive summary, important statistical data, and key market-based retail recruitment recom-
mendations.

Tell the Story
Kingstree plays host to some of the best people on the planet. Her downtown is full of potential 
with historic architectural structures that remind us of its hey day. The history of Kingstree 
is, likewise, full of intrigue, significance, and stories to delight and entertain. Additionally, 
Kingstree resides in a rich natural environment that is lush and ripe with potential. All these 
characteristics and more have been woven into a brand identity that enables her to tell her 
story in a compelling and professional manner. This section of the report contains the branding 
and marketing collateral created to capture the essence of Kingstree.

Create the Place
Downtown Kingstree is the heart and soul of the community from a physical planning point 
of view and boasts some stunning historic architecture. However, disinvestment in several 
of downtown’s historic buildings has left several structures in badly dilapidated shape, and 
downtown’s streetscape would seem to favor the automobile over the pedestrian. The recom-
mendations of this section are intended to address the mitigation of some of those negative 
trends while also providing a vision for how downtown and its buildings and streetscapes 
can become, once again, the de facto heart and soul of Kingstree. 

Get the Job Done
Partnerships are critical to successful downtown revitalization. Without an implementation 
strategy that involves all partners, the best laid plans run the risk of lying dormant.  The 
Town and her citizens demonstrated a strong desire to foster ongoing partnerships during 
the Downtown Roadmap process with unprecedented turnout, participation, and enthusi-
asm.  Now is the time to achieve unprecedented levels of collaborative success. This Down-
town Roadmap, coupled with resolute commitment from the Town and its citizens, has the 
potential to transform the face of downtown forever.

01

02

03

04
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Executive Summary
Meister Task
Meister Task is an online, collaborative task management system that allows multiple im-
plementation partners to access all the major recommendations of the Downtown Roadmap. 
Moreover, as implementation of any component of the plan occurs, notifications are sent to 
participating partners to ensure a constant flow of communication during the implementation 
process. The link to Kingstree’s Meister Task Project Web Site may be found at this URL:
https://www.meistertask.com/app/project/8WPgyDs2/kingstree-downtown-roadmap

Acknowledgments
The Downtown Roadmap Team would like to specifically thank William Freeman and the 
Steering Committee for their tireless efforts in coordinating the myriad details to make the 
Downtown Roadmap process maximally effective. Thanks also to the Town of Kingstree and 
its staff for making time to give us invaluable insight into the issues facing downtown with 
clarity and thoroughness. 

We would like to express our appreciation to the Kingstree Main Street and Kingstree Town 
Hall for allowing us the use of their facilities for our meetings. 

We would like to thank the Town of Kingstree for providing the funding for the Downtown 
Roadmap process. 

Finally, we would like to thank all the citizens of Kingstree who turned out for the two Town 
Hall Public Input Meetings and Final Presentation to express their passion for the place they 
call home. It is our sincere desire that the aspirations you voiced for your downtown are both 
well-represented within this report and come to fruition through your efforts in implement-
ing this plan in the future.

The record of public input from the Town Hall Meetings is contained in Appendix 6.1 of this report.
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Prior to the Roadmap Team’s visit to Kingstree, a comprehensive market study was conducted 
to better understand the market dynamics of the community while detailing opportunity for 
new and expanded businesses based on the evolving market.  The data ultimately informed 
the business development, urban design, and marketing recommendations of the plan, and 
the result is a market-based strategy for the revitalization of the core of the community.  

The market research began with an online survey of residents and downtown customers that 
sought to understand the local needs and desires in downtown with respect to new busi-
nesses, services and activities.  This was followed by a market definition exercise whereby 
local businesses helped identity market geography and depth through a zip code survey 
of customers.  This survey helped better understand the local market, the penetration into 
regional communities such as Lake City and Moncks Corner, as well as a snapshot of the 
visitor market.  Ultimately this established primary and secondary trade areas from which 
the full research was conducted.  

The detailed market research included a demographic study followed by a retail leakage and 
capture assessment that identified opportunities for new business investment in Downtown 
Kingstree.  This analysis serves as a foundation for many of the recommendations to follow, 
and represents a guide for the Town of Kingstree, Main Street Kingstree, and private busi-
ness community to grow a vibrant and prosperous downtown. 

The chapter is accompanied by an appendix that included detailed demographic and retail 
data for Kingstree, its trade areas, and the region.  The data is sourced from 2019 Environics 
Spotlight data and interpreted by Arnett Muldrow & Associates.  While the data provides an 
overview of market opportunity for Kingstree, it should not substitute for individual market 
research by any business or investor exploring opportunities in the community.
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

1.2 ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

An online Customer Perception and Behavior Survey provided the opportunity for Kingstree 
residents, business owners, employees, stakeholders, and visitors to weigh in on their views 
of Downtown Kingstree as well as their needs and desires for the future. In August of 2019, 96 
people completed the 21-question survey. Key findings from the survey are presented below. 

Downtown Atmosphere, Character and Functionality

The first several questions related to the existing atmosphere, 
character and functionality of Downtown Kingstree. The survey 
results indicate that Downtown Kingstree is viewed as family-
friendly and welcoming to locals, but not has welcoming to out-
of-towners and somewhat difficult to navigate for those with 
disabilities.

Respondents rated traffic circulation, walkability and parking 
options as positive aspects of downtown Kingstree, but noted the 
limited shopping and dining options available in downtown.

When asked their favorite places in downtown Kingstree, respon-
dents noted locally owned restaurants and retail including:

• Jarrito’s Mexican Restaurant
• Bee Hive Gifts
• Miles and Company
• Paisley Pearl
• Monkey Bottom Boys
• Artsy Cakes and Bakery

When asked about favorite places frequented outside of down-
town Kingstree, there was a mixture of big box retail and small 
businesses in neighboring communities:

• Walmart/Target
• Grocery store (Bi-Lo, IGA, Food Lion)
• Pizza Roma
• Moose Lodge
• Shrimper
• Antonio’s
• Browns
• Connie’s Bakery
• Porter Jacks
• Clubhouse Grill

It is notable that many of the businesses that residents patronize outside of Kingstree are 
30 to 50 minutes away in Manning, Lake City, and Florence. 

Perception of Downtown Kingstree

Downtown Kingstree Functionality
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

When asked what reasons prevent them from going to Downtown 
Kingstree for various goods and services, respondents cited the 
lack of selection, especially selection of shopping, groceries, din-
ing and entertainment. Online shopping and high prices also 
factored into their reasoning. Respondents are more likely to go 
downtown for personal and professional service businesses such 
as hair salons, banks, attorneys, etc. 

Top Desires for Downtown Kingstree

Survey participants were asked about the types of businesses, 
spaces, activities and events desired in Downtown Kingstree. The 
survey revealed a desire for more family-friendly restaurants and 
entertainment as well as food and drink related businesses such 
as coffee shops, restaurants, food markets and breweries. Fast 
food restaurants, boutiques and bike shops scored the lowest. 

Meeting and event space was the top cited service business 
needed in downtown, followed by medical services. Survey re-
spondents also desire live music, educational experiences, and 
gathering spaces.

When asked an open-ended question about the top 3 wants for 
Downtown Kingstree, top responses included:

• Restaurants and dining options
• Coffee shop
• Family-friendly spaces
• Green space
• Grocery
• Specialty shops
• Entertainment
• Walmart

Reasons users DO NOT patronize Downtown 

Desired businesses in Downtown Kingstree

Desired services in Downtown Kingstree
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

Demographics of Survey Participants

It should be noted that the demographics of the online survey 
respondents are not reflective of the demographics of the overall 
market. The survey likely pulls more heavily from people con-
nected to Main Street and the Town of Kingstree through social 
media.  Demographics of survey respondents are as follows:

• 78% live in 29556 Kingstree
• 84% White, 11% Black
• 50% between ages 36 and 55
• 94% Homeowners
• 45% household income $50k - $100k

However, the survey responses provide a qualitative assess-
ment of what might be supported in downtown Kingstree.  Key 
takeaways from the survey included the fact that residents want 
more activity in downtown including dining and entertainment.  
They recognized that visitors to downtown events are the best reflection of the diversity of 
the people that make up Kingstree, and they desire more of that diversity in downtown.  They 
also appreciated the positive momentum being created by Main Street Kingstree, and want 
to see that energy continue!  Key positive quotes included:

• “Much has been accomplished”
• “Need activities to draw people in to see our improvements”
• “Excited about Main Street project & town/chamber working together”
• “Change is always good as long as it embodies the community”. Need affordable op-

tions DT.
• “More murals, lights over street, bike lanes, sidewalks”
• “We are making progress for the first time in a long time!”
• “Main Street Kingstree is doing a great job!”
• “Keep up the good work”

Paired with the market conditions presented in the following sections, the survey will help 
inform market potential for downtown. 

Desired activities Downtown Kingstree
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

1.3 MARKET DEFINITION

A zip code survey of 12 businesses in downtown Kingstree was conducted in August 2019 to 
determine local trade patterns. During the week-long survey period, participating business-
es recorded 707 customer visits from 58 unique zip codes across 7 states and Canada. Par-
ticipating businesses included a mix of uses that is representative of the overall Kingstree 
market including restaurants, retail, personal and professional services, and attractions. 

The zip code survey results indicate that downtown Kingstree has a localized market base, 
with 52% of customers living in the 29556 Kingstree zip code, 72% from Williamsburg 
County, and 99% from South Carolina.   7% of customers could be considered “visitors”.

Location of businesses that participated in the zip code survey

Zip Code Survey – Where do you live? 
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

A local market base is not uncommon in rural communities and should not be considered as 
a negative.  In fact, even the most visitor-oriented communities have greater than 50% of 
their customer base residing in the local trade areas.  Ultimately, a downtown wants to have 
a mixture of businesses and activities that are relevant to locals and visitors.

Ultimately, these results are used to determine primary and secondary trade areas for down-
town Kingstree. These trade areas serve as the basis for the demographic and retail leakage 
analyses in the following sections. Representing just over half of the customer base, the 
29556 zip code is designated as Kingstree’s primary trade area.

The secondary trade area consists of five surrounding zip codes that together make up 19% 
of the customer base: 

• 29056 Greeleyville
• 29580 Nesmith
• 29518 Cades
• 29111 New Zion
• 29590 Salters

Overall, it should be noted that Kingstree has a broad geography with the six total zip codes 
that make up the trade areas.  The local market geography covers the majority of Williams-
burg County, and data suggests that Downtown Kingstree is performing well in the nearby 
zip codes of Lake City, Andrews, and Hemingway

Downtown Kingstree’s primary (orange) and secondary (purple) trade areas.  
Source: Arnett Muldrow & Associates
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

1.4 DEMOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT
The demographic assessment examines key indicators in the Town of Kingstree and the pri-
mary trade area in the context with the larger region. All of the data presented in this section 
is sourced from the United States Census with estimates and projections from Environics 
Analytics Spotlight.

Population
The estimated 2019 population of Kingstree is 3,312 and the estimated population of the 
primary trade area is 11,644. Population has been decreasing over the past two decades. 
Between 2010 and 2019, the primary trade area experienced a 12% decrease in population, 
similar to the population decrease experienced in Williamsburg County. The population is 
expected to continue to decrease over the next five years. Population in the primary trade 
area is projected to decrease by 3.6%, reaching a population of 11,225 by 2024.

Regional Population Change 2000-2024.  Source: US Census, Environics Analytics
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

Median Household Income
The median household income is $23,660 in Kingstree and $26,712 in the primary trade area, 
which is less than the median household income in both Williamsburg County ($32,323) and 
South Carolina ($53,450). The unemployment rate in the primary trade area is 4.7%.

Housing Values
Approximately 61% of housing units in Kingstree are owner-occupied and 39% are occu-
pied by renters. The median value of owner-occupied housing units in Kingstree is $83,487, 
slightly higher than the median value in the primary trade area ($75,173).

Age, Household Size and Education
The median age is 40.38 in Kingstree and 41.02 in the primary trade area, both of which 
are slightly higher than the median age in South Carolina (39.74). A balanced mix of age 
groups are represented in the primary trade area, but Baby Boomers (ages 55-74) are the 
largest generation in the area, representing 26% of the population. Approximately 16% of 
the population age 25 and older has attained a bachelor’s degree or higher.

It is important for Kingstree and its business-
es to understand these demographics in order 
to be relevant to the market.  While the data 
shows that population continues to decline, 
that decline is slowing.  Still, the market is 
decreasing and the demand shown in the next 
section has the potential to decrease as well 
if Downtown Kingstree is unable to expand 
its market base.  Similarly, Downtown serves 
a local market that has income levels that 
are lower than its peers.  While Kingstree can 
and should have businesses that support a 
larger and perhaps more affluent market, that 
should not be done while neglecting the needs 
of local residents.

Town of Kingstree 2019 Demographics.  Source: Environics Analytics

Town of Kingstree 2019 Demographics.  Source: Environics Analytics
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

1.5 RETAIL MARKET ASSESSMENT
The retail market analysis provides an overall examination of the market by combining data-
driven research with local market knowledge. The primary study is called “Retail Leakage” 
and refers to the difference between the retail expenditures by residents living in a par-
ticular area and the retail sales produced by the stores located in the same area. If desired 
products are not available within that area, consumers will travel to other places or use dif-
ferent methods to obtain those products. Consequently, residents are purchasing more than 
the stores are selling, and the dollars spent outside of the area are said to be “leaking.”  
Leakage translates directly to demand.

It is important to note that the market analysis is not an exact science. Some businesses 
may capture from a larger trade area while some businesses may be highly localized. The 
data presented here is a broad look at the Kingstree market and should not supplement for 
more detailed market research for individual businesses. It does, however, provide an overall 
view of what the market potential can be. 

The market analysis revealed that stores in the primary trade area had $171 million in retail 
sales over the past year while consumers spent $162.8 million, resulting in a retail gain 
of $8 million.   This essentially means that stores Kingstree’s zip code (PTA) are pulling in 
customers from the outside, above and beyond what residents in the zip code spend.  This 
confirms the findings of the market definition study that shows that Downtown Kingstree is 
relevant to an area much greater than the town limits, including the majority of Williams-
burg County.  All that being said, an $8 million gain is marginal, and the totality of Kingstree 
trade areas are leaking as indicated below.

In the secondary trade area, stores had retail sales of $53 million while consumers spent 
$110.6 million, resulting in retail leakage of $57.4 million. Therefore, the combined trade 
area experienced retail leakage of 
$49.3 million.

Finally, the Town of Kingstree had 
$93.4 million in sales over the past 
year while consumers living in King-
stree spent $42.8 million, resulting 
in a gain of $50.4 million over the 
past year. This gain, coupled by 
the fact that Kingstree accounts 
for approximately 42% of all sales 
in the combined trade area, again 
confirming that Kingstree serves as 
a retail center for the surrounding 
rural trade area.

Retail leakage in the previous year in Kingstree’s Trade Areas.  
Source: Arnett Muldrow & Associates, Environics Analytics
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

Retail Market Potential
As mentioned above, the leakage experienced in the combined trade areas indicates that 
existing stores are not currently meeting the needs of residents. This leakage translates di-
rectly to demand and present opportunities for commercial growth. It is not reasonable to ex-
pect to capture 100% of retail dollars leaking from the trade areas. However, by focusing on 
key retail categories, the retail leakage analysis can help Kingstree target key businesses, 
products and services through strategic recruitment, economic development and marketing.

Opportunities for new or expanded businesses detailed here are based on:
• Conservative capture rates.  The capture rate is the expected percentage of retail leak-

age that can be recaptured back into the market. Generally, a 10% capture rate is used 
for the primary trade area and a 20% capture rate is used for the secondary trade area. 
Given the rural nature of Kingstree and the surrounding area, a slightly higher capture 
scenario is also applied – 15% capture in the PTA and 30% capture in the STA.

• Relatively low sales per square foot numbers. Independent merchants are not as depen-
dent on high sales per square foot as most chain stores.

• Current demand. The estimates are a snapshot in time based on current demand. 
• Local consumers. The market potential is identified for residents within the region and 

does not account for visitors from outside the area.

Demand in the PTA for select categories.  Source: Arnett Muldrow, Environics Analytics
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

Through strategic marketing, economic development and business recruitment, Kingstree 
can support between 47,500 square feet (under the conservative 20/10 capture scenario) 
and 71,000 square feet (under the more moderate 30/15 capture scenario) of additional 
retail space. 

Key opportunities include
• Restaurants:  The combined trade areas leaked nearly $12 million in restaurant sales, 

translating to between 10,055 and 15,083 square feet of new dining establishments.  
This could be two to three new restaurants in the downtown area.  Survey respondents 
indicated a desire for eateries to include independently 
owned family restaurants, healthy foods or market, ca-
fes, and ice cream.  There is leakage of approximately 
$691,503 in coffee/café, and Downtown Kingstree cur-
rently has no coffee shop!

Potential Capture based on demand.  Source: Arnett Muldrow, 
Environics Analytics
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

• General Merchandising: There is demand for between 29,198 and 43,797 square feet in 
this category, which includes stores such as Walmart, Dollar General, etc.  A Walmart 
Supercenter is about 200,000 sf so there is not demand for this type of business in King-
stree.  However, it also includes 
mercantile type businesses such 
as Mast General, etc.  What would 
be the right mix for Kingstree?  A 
great example is Papa’s General 
Store in downtown Conway.  This 
family-owned business is an 
anchor to downtown, and sales 
clothes, gifts, toys, candy, jewelry, 
shoes, etc.  

• Sporting Goods:  There is an annual demand of nearly $3 million in sales in the sporting 
goods category within the combined trade areas.  While this is not a tremendous demand, 
the Black River’s adjacency to downtown and the outdoor recreation offerings it provides 
elevates this opportunity.  This demand could suggest expansion of existing businesses 
such as Vice Outdoors or Williamsburg Feed & Tack.  It could also suggest an oppor-
tunity for a new independent outdoor outfitter or guide business.   A great example is 
Adventure Mendota in Southwest Virginia. This independent river guide business began 
part-time with just 12 kayaks.  By renting paddle sports equipment and shuttling users 
to the river, this family business has grown to a fleet of over 75 kayaks and a full-time 
business.  The operation’s success helped it receive a grant through a regional busi-
ness planning com-
petition.  In Kingstree, 
there may be the po-
tential for a similar 
operation whether it be 
a river guide, fishing 
or hunting outfitter, or 
considering the Town’s 
great active recreation 
and programming, a 
conventional sporting 
goods store.

Papa’s General Store in Downtown Conway.  Photo source: Papa’s General Store Facebook

Adventure Mendota River Guide and Outfitter.  Photo source: Adventure Mendota Facebook
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1. The Market: Economic Development Strategy

1.6 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Leverage outdoor recreation assets into positive economic development:  The Town has long promoted itself as 
a “Sportsman’s Paradise”.  While that moniker connotes an identity tied to the area’s hunting preserves, it does not do justice 
to the entirety of Kingstree’s outdoor experience.  The market data suggest demand for sporting goods, as well as key business 
types that could support the outdoor enthusiast who may want to come to Kingstree.  In addition to other economic development 
activities, the Town should try to create a larger critical mass of business that could complement existing recreation-based 
businesses, and include outfitters, river guides, kayak/canoe rentals, and even team sports businesses.

Target minority-owned businesses to locate in downtown spaces: Outside of downtown events that bring in a 
cross-section of the makeup of the community, numerous stakeholders mentioned that downtown is not welcoming to African 
Americans.  This is particularly concerning considering that Kingstree is 70% black.  There are minority-owned downtown busi-
nesses (Artsy Cakes, Sue-Ham Entertainment), but the Town should consider direct outreach to minority entrepreneurs.  This 
could begin by providing the market data included in this study with minority prospects, as well as hosting small business 
roundtables of African American businesses.  Williamsburg Tech could be tapped to provide entrepreneurial training for minori-
ties, and the Town could also partner with local industries to create startup grant funding geared towards minority populations.

Create a local business challenge competition:  These small, locally focused entrepreneurial challenges have been 
successful in numerous other rural communities in South Carolina and beyond.  The Town and Main Street could partner with 
private business to craft a program that makes sense for Kingstree, potentially targeting downtown dining, recreation-based 
businesses, or minority-owned businesses.  Model programs include the P.E.E. D.E.E Idea Challenge in Hartsville (https://pdi-
challenge.weebly.com/) or Opportunity SWVA in rural Virginia (http://www.opportunityswva.org/)

Identify creative funding for business development or key projects: Kingstree is fortunate to have Main Street 
Kingstree and its efforts have proven to create a buzz and energy in downtown that is driving activity.  That being said, the com-
munity is very small and has limited resources.  Several of the small business development strategies could be funded through 
outside resources, including:
• Investment from area industries could help fund the business challenge project mentioned above.
• USDA Rural Business Enterprise Grants have been used in rural communities to fund everything from training and techni-

cal assistance, revolving loans, retail incubators, to technology-based economic development. https://www.rd.usda.gov/
programs-services/rural-business-development-grants

• FedEx awards Small Business Grant Challenge funds between $15,000 and $50,000 to ten entrepreneurs each year. The 
program has included numerous downtown businesses such as coffee shops, music stores, restaurants, etc. https://www.
fedex.com/en-us/small-business/grant-contest.html

• The Municipal Association of South Carolina awards Hometown Economic Development Grants for varied projects from 
master planning, farmers markets, historic building upfit grants, public parks, etc. https://www.masc.sc/Pages/resources/
Hometown-Grants.aspx

Continue to update the demographic research to meet the needs of the evolving market: While the market 
research does establish demand that can drive business development efforts in 2020, Kingstree must recognize that the mar-
ket continues to evolve.   The Town and County are both projected to lose another 3.5% of its population in the next five years.  
Trends suggest that population decline has slowed, but it is important that Kingstree focus on expanding its market reach as the 
market changes.  This plan established a baseline of market information that should be shared with businesses and economic 
development agencies, and it is recommended that the data be updated approximately every two years.  This will help Main 
Street Kingstree and its partners refocus marketing and development strategies to meet the needs of the market.
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2.1  INTRODUCTION

The brand system for Kingstree is a system for holistic communication. The goal is to create a 
shared toolbox for telling the community’s story while allowing different voices to speak from 
one stage. 

There are four main tools in the Branding Toolkit:

• Colors
• Typeface
• Message
• Graphics

Each of these tools are described below.

Color Palette

The Kingstree Brand System has five defined colors. The first is indigo, symbolic of the signature 
crop that fuels our growth. The next is current blue, symbolizing the vital life our river provides, 
Third is from our fertile land, Gold from our tobacco heritage and the warmth of our people, 
and finally a rich green paying tribute to the nature that surrounds us and the live it provides.  
 

Typefaces

We selected two typefaces for this brand system. The primary if Vallejo, and provides a tradi-
tional serif typeface that looks like it was crafted by hand. The secondary is a complementary 
typeface, also hand forged, but sans serif. It is called Bourton.
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Brand Statement

We are Kingstree, South Carolina. For nearly 300 years, we have been crafting a colorful story.  

A story set on the banks of the Black River, in the shade of our grand White Pine by the fields  
filled with indigo.

Ours is a story of discovery, as state’s oldest inland community, our  majestic Black River 
opened a corridor to explore South Carolina’s Midlands. 

Ours is a story of excellence, as the strength and trueness of a lone White Pine earned it the 
mark of the King. The broad point symbolized a royal protection and an intention of greatness. 

Ours is a story of growth, as agriculture has always been in our blood. We are connected to 
these rich lands whose bounty provides us prosperity, and whose beauty provides us relaxation. 

Ours is a story of humble greatness. Our men and women have become accomplished Athletes, 
Singers, Statesmen and even a Noble Prize winner. Kingstree has truly been Marked for Excellence. 

And though our story is rich with history, it is still being written. 

Entrepreneurs are opening New businesses. 

Investors are preserving our historic buildings. 

In our historic downtown, music fills the  and our  streets come to life with events where the 
entire community gathers 

And on the banks of our river, where this story began, we are starting a new chapter at Black 
River Landing. 

We invite you to rediscover this amazing place we call home. 

This place where our rich history combines with our warm spirit to create an experience, much 
like our name, that is one of a kind.

Welcome to Kingstree, The Crown of the Black River
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2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL BRAND EXTENSION

Once you establish a destination brand, you must ensure that our organizations maintain their 
own brand. These are all similar and connected, but unique enough to provide clarity as to who 
does what, and similar enough to show everyone that you know how to work together. 
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2.3 EVENT BRAND EXTENSION

The brand grows wings as it begins to be used in a community’s events. This brand extension 
creates connections between positive experiences and the community itself.
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SCALE
1'-0"

Park

Library Black River 
Landing

Library

Downtown

SINCE 1732

MAIN ST.

EXPLORE

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

2.4 WAYFINDING SIGNAGE

Create the seamless experience through signage. Own the message before  
someone else does.

Banner Placement Plan

Marked for 
Excellence

ANOTHER 
GREAT THING 
HAPPENING IN 
KINGSTREE

KingstreE
SOUTH CAROLINA

12 minute 
walk to the 
Black River

5 minutes to 
Acting Classes

Brisket or 
Burger? 
3 minutes ahead.

THIS SPACE 
ISN’T EMPTY

It is Full of 
Opportunity

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

MARKED FOR
EXCELLENCE

Since
1732

Unspoiled Unmatched Unreal

Note: The complete branding style guide may be found in Appendix 6.3 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Kingstree is located in Williamsburg County, South Carolina where it serves as the county seat. 
Highway 52 travels through Kingstree connecting to Moncks Corner at the southwest and Lake 
City to the north. Highway 261 travels in an east west direction through downtown Kingstree 
and also serves as Main Street. The intersection of Highways 52 & 261 (Longstreet and Main 
Street) is the most prominent and vehicular traveled corner in Kingstree. Kingstree’s total town 
area is approximately 3.1 square miles.

Downtown Kingstree can be characterized as being walkable to and from adjacent residential 
areas, the courthouse, school, churches, businesses, parks, recreational facilities, the Black 
River, and commercial resources. While truck traffic and a wide Main Street cross section can 
be viewed as a deterrent to pedestrian traffic and walking, a mere 10-15 minute walk can ac-
cess many of Kingstree’s assets.

Highway 52/Longstreet north of Main Street and East Main Street extending to approximately 
the Highway 377 (Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue)  and Highway 527 (Thurgood Marshall High-
way) intersection house the larger commercial businesses. These include fast food/restaurants, 
grocery, drug stores/pharmacy, fuel stations, and general merchandise (e.g. Family Dollar).

The downtown Kingstree ‘core area’ is an approximately 4-6-block area focused around Main 
Street immediately west of the existing railroad tracks. This area extends 2-3 blocks east west 
along Main Street and north south along Jackson Street, Academy Street, and Hampton Avenue. 
There are numerous active businesses and office spaces, the County Courthouse, Post Office, 
County Offices, the Old Depot and Amtrak rail stop, small pocket park, and public parking 
resources located with downtown.

Located two blocks west of Longstreet at the terminus of West Mill Street is access to the Black 
River. This is an exciting community amenity for outdoor recreation within downtown and adja-
cent to the Black River. The landing is located a mere 5-6 block walk from downtown Kingstree. 
The Black River flows along the western edge of Kingstree and serves as the visual gateway 
when entering Kingstree from the west. Much of its banks are predominantly undisturbed and 
offer a dramatic waterfront setting with its mature cypress trees. The Black River’s name is de-
rived from the tannins released by the cypress trees. Fishing as well as boating is very popular 
with sportsman.

During the three-day on-site planning workshop, design and planning input and attention was 
given to building facades/storefronts, vehicular circulation/traffic issues, pedestrian circula-
tion and safety, parking, wayfinding signage, landscape improvements, the Black River land-
ing, small park spaces, a trail/path network, and placemaking amenities.

Based on client and stakeholder input, public input, and team observations, the team’s plan-
ning and design focus concentrated on these areas:

1. Kingstree Trail Network
2. Main Street/Downtown
3. Black River Landing
4. Vibrancy Amenities
5. Facade Grant Approaches
6. Facade Studies of Kingstree Buildings
7. Dealing with Abandoned and Dilapidated Buildings
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3.2 KINGSTREE TRAIL NETWORK

One of the most effective and impactful methods of connecting and enhancing communities as-
sets is through a trail/path network that links these resources. In Kingstree, it’s an opportunity 
to connect the Downtown, Black River, the Thorntree House, and recreational fields in a cohesive 
manner for walking and recreational purposes.

Currently there is an existing trail running north south (labeled O) that is located east of the 
existing rail line. This trail connects to the existing Kingstree recreation department fields at the 
south and travels northward to Brooks Street. The trail runs parallel to an existing swale/basin 
that eventually feeds into the Black River to the south. The trail does cross over Main Street east 
of the existing railroad tracks providing visual prominence at Main Street. The existing trail is an 
asphalt path wide enough and suitable for walking, running, and bike traffic. There is a newer 
bridge feature that has been implemented that crosses the existing swale/basin. The opportunity 
exists to build upon this ‘spine’ and expand the trail network with new path/trail connections 
creating a larger trail network.

3.2.1 Recreation Fields Loop Trail
The existing Kingstree recreation department fields and facilities are located immediately south-
east of the existing trail connection. The existing trail connection does provide access to the fields 
at the northwest corner of the property but the trail does not continue any farther. A new loop trail 
would connect to the existing trail and then follow along the perimeter of the property to create a 
broader circuit for recreation, especially running, walking, and biking. A full loop circuit could be 
completed with a new sidewalk or bike lane delineation along Ashton Avenue connecting west-
ward back to the existing bridge. Shorter spur trails can be implemented to connect the perimeter 
trail loop to the Thorntree House and existing ball fields. Ideally this would be an asphalt path 
to match the existing Brooks Street to recreation fields asphalt trail. Additionally an additional 
asphalt trail or concrete sidewalk connection could be installed along the north side of Nelson 
Boulevard connecting the new recreation fields loop to the Thorntree House and Black River Gre-
enway Trail (2) at the street side.

3.2.2 Black River Greenway Path
On the very western edge of the Kingstree Recreation property is Railroad Avenue. Further south 
of Nelson Boulevard running parallel to the existing swale/basin is an open grassy swath running 
southward along the western edge of the wastewater treatment facility until it meets a small open 
landing area at the Black River. It appears that this swath or right of way is used for service and 
maintenance access in its current state. Introducing a simple gravel or crushed stone path would 
create a connection just south of Main Street near the existing bridge feature to the landing area 
along the Black River providing access for fishing, boating, and leisure.

The new path connection would begin at the existing bridge and travel southward via South 
Railroad Avenue along the western portion of the existing Kingstree Recreation Department prop-
erty. The path then would travel under the Nelson Boulevard Bridge along the western edge of 
the wastewater treatment facility and continue until reaching the Black River. The trail can be 
designed in manner that would still allow for maintenance and vehicular service access while 
also accommodating recreation (biking, running, walking) traffic. Periodic bench or resting areas 
could be provided for relief and seating.
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3.2.3 Depot & Main Street Spur Trail
There is a small triangular shaped piece of property that lies just south of Main Street and borders 
the eastern edge of the existing rail lines opposite the depot. This parcel of land is bounded by a 
Family Dollar store on the east and Town owned land (Ashton Avenue and South Railroad Avenue) 
to the south. Due to environmental issues as well as limited Main Street frontage, this parcel is 
not really suited for development. Its most desirable use would be for open/park space. The loca-
tion is ideal for creating a gateway-like park/open space statement along Main Street as you enter 
into downtown from the east. This potential park space would connect to the existing Town owned 
recreation field’s property --thus expanding and connecting park resources. A new trail spur could 
be implemented as part of the park improvements connecting to the larger trail network while 
offering a new trailhead at Main Street. The new trailhead could feature a small plaza, signage, 
wayfinding signage, or other feature (art, sculpture, or fountain) signifying the importance and 
presence of the trail system at a strategic gateway location on Main Street.

3.2.4 Main Street Sidewalks
Main Street though downtown is currently a state designated route. Main Street through Kingstree 
is four lanes wide and a relatively heavily trafficked roadway. Taking into account Main Street’s 
overall width, State route designation, and associated heavy traffic volume (particularly trucks) 
it may not be ideal, safe, nor comfortable as a designated bike route connection. Downtown Main 
Street sidewalks are however quite wide and can be further improved with streetscape enhance-
ments to provide attractive, inviting, comfortable pedestrian (for walking and running) connec-
tions from the existing trail west to the Black River Landing. As a designated foot traffic route, 
this would also encourage those on foot to pass by existing businesses along Main Street.

3.2.5 Mill Street Bike Lane
Mill Street is located parallel to and one block north of Main Street. Mill Street lies within the town 
right of way ownership. Mill Street offers a direct connection to the Black River Landing. The traffic 
volume on Mill Street is significantly less. The street width is also much narrower and could be 
accommodating to a potential designated bike lane. A narrow (4’-6’) designated bike/shared use 
on-street trail could be made from Main Street north along Hampton Street then traveling west 
along Mill street. This lane could be used for both bikes as well as active recreation uses (e.g. 
running). The trail designation could be as simple as a delineated white paint line or as creative 
as a stained or painted asphalt color (e.g. red or green).

3.2.6 River Walk/Boardwalk
Lastly, as part of the potential redevelopment and enhancements at Black River Landing a new 
paved river walk or wooden boardwalk trail should be constructed. The river walk would create a 
connection on the north side of Main Street immediately adjacent to the east edge of the existing 
bridge span (Easy Street) and link to the potentially expanded boat landing and launch site. Small 
seating niches or overlook areas can be incorporated for places to sit and view the river. In the 
future the river walk could be expanded northward from the boat launch area with boardwalk that 
would traverse along the banks of the Black River.
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Kingstree Trail Network Plan
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3.3 MAIN STREET/DOWNTOWN

Downtown Kingstree is characterized by a 5-6 block ‘core area’ that features many businesses 
as well as buildings supporting it as the county seat. There are several historically significant 
and beautiful buildings within downtown as well as others that are in need of immediate 
repairs and renovation. 

Main Street through downtown has a relatively wide right of way and curb to curb dimension 
allowing for 4 lanes of traffic and on street parallel parking lanes. The courthouse block of Main 
Street has a streetscape of large very prominent and majestic live oak trees that provide shade. 
The Academy to Hampton section of Main Street has streetscape improvements with planted 
holly trees, but they lack the impact of the live oaks canopy and scale.

The north south streets (Jackson, Academy, and Hampton) have a much narrower right of way. 
Currently there is on-street parking, tall street light fixtures, and while narrow, ample sidewalk 
width. Given the narrow right of way and sidewalk widths, there are currently minimal if any 
landscape/streetscape improvements on these streets.

Recently the town implemented a new larger public parking resource in the Downtown block 
bounded by Main Street, Hampton Avenue, Mill Street, and Academy Street. Working collab-
oratively  with private property owners (through easements) to the common good of all, the 
new consolidated parking area was built maximizing the overall parking space count versus 
individually owned small lots. The result was approximately 120-125 parking spaces. 

During the three-day planning workshop, through team observation, public input, and steering 
committee input there were several downtown issues and opportunities that resonated repeat-
edly. Categorically these included:

• Parking
• Streetscape Improvements – Landscape Beautification
• Pedestrian safety versus vehicular traffic (particularly trucks)
• Parks/Open Space – Places to Gather
• Façade Enhancements
• Lighting
• Vibrancy Amenities
• Placemaking
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Parking

There is an opportunity to build upon the most recent successes of the Town parking improve-
ments in the Main Street, Hampton Avenue, Mill Street, and Academy Street block by applying 
the same approach and methodology to the block immediately west. Working collectively with 
multiple property owners through easements or other agreements, a larger mass of land can be 
assembled for a cohesive parking lot layout versus parcel by parcel individually owned parking 
spaces. More often than not, a collaborative effort will lead to a much more efficient parking 
strategy with more parking spaces for all. By providing additional off-street parking resources, 
selective on-street parking spaces can be removed and relocated from the downtown streets 
and replaced with streetscape and shade tree planters – particularly at the narrower north 
south streets (Jackson, Academy, & Hampton). The conceptual layout prepared during the char-
rette yields approximately 120-130 off street spaces.

• Work with private property owners through easement or other agreements to allow for 
a holistic joint public/private parking layout

• Develop and engineer a new parking lot layout design
• Wherever possible utilize 9’x18’ - 90 degree head-in parking to maximize parking 

spaces
• Wherever possible utilize two-way 2 lane circulation aisles for ease of vehicular use
• Provide wayfinding and directional signage to off-street parking (as needed)
• Provide clear sidewalk connections from new parking back to downtown streets
• Provide service and access to rear of buildings where needed
• Install new tree planting islands with large upright shade trees for shade/comfort and 

beautification
• Provide ample lighting for safety and comfort at night
• Encourage business owners and employees to park off street behind buildings freeing 

up on street parking for residents, visitors, and shoppers
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Street, Academy Street, and Hampton Avenue Streetscape

Jackson, Academy, and Hampton are all much narrower right of ways than Main Street. Thus 
walkways are narrower as well but do provide ample dimension for pedestrian circulation. 
The existing overall walk width does not have enough space to truly allow for tree planter pits 
planted with upright shade trees. To create a streetscape and landscaped environment, the 
only space available to do this is in the current line of on-street parallel parking – between the 
existing curb lines and road/drive edge. By creating new additional off-street parking behind 
the buildings, a few existing on street parking spaces can be removed and relocated to the off 
street parking areas to offer space for new shade/tree planters. 

• Remove and relocate a few on street parallel parking spaces in each block – install 
new tree planters in bump outs (formerly parking spaces) with upright columnar shade 
trees for shade & beautification 

• Wherever there is unused or striped off asphalt zones in which neither vehicles or 
pedestrians are discouraged – ‘recapture’ and improve these areas for new planting 
& gathering/activity areas

Parking Expansion Plan
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• If installing lower pedestrian scaled lighting 
along Main Street - phase in over time ornamental 
pedestrian (lower) scaled street lights to match/
compliment lighting along Main Street

• Introduce new banners/graphics on street lights
• Incorporate additional wayfinding signage (as 

needed) 
• Utilize site vibrancy amenities where space allows 
• Adopt and establish a common streetscape fur-

nishings palette for public areas – introduce new 
benches, trash receptacles, bike racks etc. as 
identified in the adopted palette

• Where space allows - introduce a diverse, lush, 
layered plant palette of shrubs, perennials, 
groundcovers, grasses, and seasonal color espe-
cially in new tree planter bump outs

Main Street Streetscape – Interim Improvement Opportunities

One of the most effective ways to begin to calm traffic down is by visually narrowing the street. 
Introducing bump outs and tall vertical elements such as shade trees, banners on poles, and 
pedestrian scaled lighting along Main Street can begin to accomplish this. Changes of color, 
texture, and pattern can also be utilized (especially in the ground plane) to alert drivers as well 
signal a change into a more special place, Kingstree and its downtown. 

Main Street Streetscape: Existing Conditions
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West Main Street – From Jackson to Academy Street

Currently in the Courthouse block there is a stand of large mature live oaks lining both sides 
of Main Street. Every effort should be made to preserve these trees. Selective pruning of limbs 
may be needed time to time to maintain views to the buildings as well as a preventative safety 
measure for limbs that may be weak, dead/damaged, and could fall. Given the age of the trees, 
it would be advantageous to work with a tree arborist to evaluate potential tree health or safety 
issues and subsequently develop a maintenance plan to address any concerns. Over time, if 
and when trees need to be removed – they should be replaced with large oak species. 

• Introduce curbed bump-out planters zones at street corner intersections to narrow 
the overall curb to curb dimension slightly - utilize large upright shade trees in these 
bump outs under planted heavily with shrubs, grasses, perennials, and groundcovers 
to visually narrow the street while providing visual interest & beautification.

• Install new ornamental scaled pedestrian lighting 
• Install enhanced new crosswalk zones – perhaps with pavers/color or texture changes
• Introduce additional new understory landscape areas (where space allows) with 

shrubs, perennials, annuals, and groundcovers
• Incorporate banners on street lights

Main Street Streetscape: Interim Plan
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West Main Street – From Academy Street to Railroad Avenue

• Remove all existing holly trees and expand the tree planter pits – plant new large 
upright shade trees to compliment the mature oak trees in the Jackson to Academy 
Street block 

• Introduce curbed bump-out planters zones at street corner intersections to narrow 
the overall curb to curb dimension slightly - utilize large upright shade trees in these 
bump outs under planted heavily with shrubs, grasses, perennials, and groundcovers 
to visually narrow the street while providing visual interest & beautification.

• Install new ornamental scaled pedestrian lighting 
• Install enhanced new crosswalk zones – perhaps with pavers/color or texture changes
• Introduce new understory landscape areas (where space allows) with shrubs, perenni-

als, annuals, and groundcovers
• Incorporate banners on street lights

Main Street Streetscape: Long-Term Plan
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Main Street Streetscape:  (Existing Condi-
tions: Left) The roadway width is extremely 
wide, making it nearly impossible for a pe-
destrian to cross the entire width within the 
constraints of a single traffic light signal. The 
holly trees are better than nothing but offer no 
meaningful shade to the pedestrian or canopy 
to the roadway. (Proposed Conditions: Below) 
Corner bumpouts shorten the travel distance 
for the pedestrian. By adding colored/textured 
crosswalks, the pedestrian is far more visible 
promoting safety. Large shade trees narrow 
the field of vision and will likely calm, or slow, 
traffic in addition to providing shade for the 
pedestrian. Wayfinding signage helps the trav-
eler navigate downtown. An optional bike lane 
could further aid with the visual narrowing 
of Main Street. Finally, colorful landscaping 
and flowers placed in all corner bumpouts and 
tree wells introduce color and beauty into the 
downtown environment.

Main Street Streetscape: Photo-Illustration
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Pocket Park

Currently there is an open lot or ‘missing tooth’ along the southern edge of Main Street (be-
tween Academy Street & Hampton Avenue). A new pocket park space should be developed to 
provide a vibrant attractive amenity in downtown for casual gathering and small programming 
or events. This park space would link Main Street to the Depot as well.

• Install a new flexible lawn space - terrace the lawn if needed to provide some flat/
level space

• Create small terrace/decking spaces at Main Street to create activity/lounging zones 
with tables & chairs – these spaces could also provide access into retail/incubator 
spaces within the buildings

• Provide moveable seating elements, chairs, or other 
features for people to gather and lounge. Consider 
using bright colors or elements that are even lighted 
at night for additional visual interest

• Consider using vibrancy amenities (e.g..: outdoor 
games) to provide activities for users

• Install overheard/string lighting above the lawn space
• Opportunity to use art/murals on long blank walls 

facing the park
• Provide additional seating elements or structures

Pocket Park Plan
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Pocket Park Precedent Imagery
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Pop-up Park
Pop-up parks are a creative temporary use of space that is underutilized. Vacant lots, portions 
of existing open spaces, or parking lots are often venues for pop up parks. Pop up parks can 
offer community programming, places to sit or gather, places to display art or sculpture, or 
places to play games.  Cities and towns across the country are utilizing pop up spaces as they 
are generally inexpensive to install and can create open spaces in underutilized urban areas 
that otherwise lack places to sit or gather. These spaces can be designed in a temporary man-
ner so that they can be relocated later and reused in other locations. 

Currently there is vacant lot along the north side of Main Street (between Academy Street and 
Hampton Avenue) where a building once stood but has burned. Ideally in the longer term, a new 
mixed-use building should be built to house potential downtown businesses and perhaps even 
residents. In the interim, the vacant lot can be activated and utilized as a downtown amenity as 
a pop-up park space. The pop up park space can be designed to offer possible programming, 
seating, shade/landscape, color, texture, art/sculpture, lighting, and vibrancy amenities to at-
tract visitors and residents alike.
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East Main Street – From Railroad Avenue to Martin King Jr. Avenue

The existing road right of way for Main Street narrows once east of the railroad tracks. The street character also 
transitions to more of a commercial corridor with individual buildings and sites versus whole building blocks. 
The continuation of the Main Street streetscape treatments should continue but will need to be addressed on 
a case-by-case site approach where space is available for landscape versus a continuous holistic swath pres-
ent along Main Street in the downtown core area. It may often involve working with private property owners for 
their approval to utilize land in private property ownership for landscape improvements versus land within the 
public/state highway right of way.

There are businesses along the East Main Street section that have multiple curb cuts as well as some curb cuts 
that are excessively long. Often curb cuts can be consolidated and combined for access to neighboring busi-
nesses. For instance, two buildings located adjacent to one another may have two curb cuts each (4 in total). 
Often those curb cuts can be reduced to two or three access points. The space gained by combining curb cuts 
can then be utilized for additional surface parking for the businesses, landscape enhancements, and sidewalk 
connections – thus reducing hardscape for the vehicle and retuning it to the pedestrian and beautification. 

• Consolidate and combine curb cuts wherever possible – utilize recaptured space for additional business parking, 
landscape, and sidewalk connections

• Create 3-5’ buffer zones between sidewalks and parking/paved at businesses – plant with 3-4’ height hedge/shrub material 
and additional lower scaled planting if larger spaces allow

• Plant new upright single stem shade trees in the 3-5’ buffer zone at 35-40’ on center to create a new streetscape edge. In 
some instances columnar narrow trees may be needed to avoid utility lines. Work with private property owners to plant shade 
trees where space allows

• When reworking curb cuts, consider using concrete apron connections across the curb cut – this is a flush sidewalk width 
swath of concrete that continues across the vehicular access point that implies pedestrian connection and physically con-
nects sections of sidewalk on both sides of a curb cut

• Introduce enhanced crosswalk zones – either with color (such as brick or stamped asphalt) or a graphic applique
• Phase in and install pedestrian scaled ornamental light fixtures – the fixture selected could match or compliment ornamental 

pedestrian lights utilized on Main Street
• Install banners/graphics – these can be done (with permission) on the existing utility poles or on ornamental light poles if 

installed
• Incorporate way finding signage (as needed)

East Main Street Streetscape Plan
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Main Street Streetscape – Longer Term Improvement Opportunities

The consideration of reducing Main Street in downtown from four to two lanes was mentioned 
as a concept in an effort to slow down traffic, shorten the pedestrian crossing distance, and 
offer additional space for sidewalk expansion and amenities in front of businesses. This ap-
proach could also utilize diagonal parking that would offer increased on street downtown park-
ing as well as being easier to navigate for many drivers to park versus parallel parking. 

In a perfect world, this is an ideal solution for many downtowns. Wide sidewalk zones, large 
landscape/tree planter areas, street seating/café style table spaces, and maximized on street 
parking are all very desirable assets for many downtowns. However, given Kingstree’s Main 
Street designation as a state route, a much larger and more comprehensive traffic and engi-
neering study working with SCDOT to determine if reducing Main Street to two lanes is a viable 
long term option for Kingstree. Traffic volumes, truck routes, speed, capacity, safety, and costs 
are just a few of the factors that would need to be addressed and studied at greater length. 

Main Street: Existing Conditions

Main Street Streetscape Plan: If reduced from four to two lanes
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3.4 BLACK RIVER LANDING

Black River landing is located at the very western terminus of West Mill Street. Here the banks 
of the Black river delineate the western edge and terminus of downtown Kingstree. The river is a 
picturesque beautiful setting with its cypress trees, hanging moss, and rich black water. There 
is currently a boat landing/launch area for boats and fishing access to the river. The Black River 
has always been a popular and iconic sportsman and outdoors paradise.

There is a significant portion or property immediately east of the river’s edge that currently has 
a few buildings located on it including a large old shed building with a timber frame wooden 
interior structure and metal roof. By acquiring this piece of property, the opportunity exists to 
develop and expand the landing as a larger open space, education, and event venue for visitors 
and residents alike. The overall proximity and high visibility from the Main Street Bridge when 
entering Kingstree would create an exciting and inviting gateway treatment into downtown. 
During the planning workshop the team focused on this area in the development of an exciting 
mini master plan vision for what the new Black River Landing could become. 

The potential for the new Black River Landing is multifaceted and can be phased in over time. 
There are opportunities to continue and expand the sportsman, outdoors, and river recreation 
based activities. Other programming and improvements can include an event venue, educa-
tional facilities, play and interactive areas, gathering spaces – for events and casual day to 
day activities, walking/trails, open green park space, landscape, and parking. 
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Existing Buildings

There are 4-5 existing buildings currently located on the site. The large central shed structure 
can serve as the focal point and anchoring icon for the landing. The shed is currently wrapped 
with concrete block walls and some associated roofing. By removing a back portion of the shed 
(to allow access to rear of the shed as well as adjoin office property) as well as the concrete 
block walls at its perimeter, the original timber frame like structure could be opened up as a 
roofed but open air structure and venue that could be programmed with events such as con-
certs, education or faith-based gatherings, festivals, or even weddings. At night the pavilion 
like shed structure could be lit underneath as an attractive visual icon.

Exposed Timber Frame Pavilion Precedent Imagery
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There is an existing brick house located on the southern edge of the property near the adjoin-
ing office medical office building. This brick house has been deemed condemned and would 
be removed opening up area for additional spill out space from the event shed as well as open 
park/green space.

The three other buildings remaining on site can be reused. An education center seems a likely 
fit for the remaining home structure while the two out buildings/garage structures could serve 
as a restroom facility and storage for boat/kayak rentals and other park related items.

Infrastructure

There are a few existing utility poles and elevated transformers currently located in what would 
be the center of an expanded park green space area. Ideally for safety and aesthetics, these 
utilities would all be relocated away from park activity areas to the north side of Mill Street near 
the smaller existing brick utility building. 

There is currently an island area located in the river to the left (south) of the existing boat ramp. 
It is believed there may be an opportunity to actually dredge and remove that island area. This 
would open a much larger deeper water area for increased boat size and access to the river. The 
single width boat launch that exists now could be expanded to double width giving additional 
access to the river to include larger boats. 

There is a large asphalt parking area currently located on the south side of Mill Street near the 
landing. This parking area can be removed and relocated to a parcel of land on the north side of 
Mill Street that was donated to the Town of Kingstree. Removal of the existing asphalt parking 
will allow space for park/green space as well as water feature/splash pad. There will need to be 
a designated turn around area designed and engineered at the end of Mill Street near the boat 
ramp area to allow for turn around of vehicles with trailers as well as cars.

A new relocated parking area can be improved within the donated property along the north side 
of Mill Street. It is ample size for providing parking for both cars and vehicles with trailers. 
While the location is further east of the current parking, the new location would keep cars out 
of the primary park and event space area for both aesthetic and safety reasons. The conceptual 
layout for the new parking lot would accommodate approximately 40-45 car spaces and 6-8 
trailer spaces. Additional on street parking could be incorporated along Mill Street as needed 
eastward from the event shed and educational center.

Amenities

There are numerous amenities that can be included in the overall design to create an exciting, 
attractive, educational, and inspiring place for residents and visitors alike. 

Nature-based play features and equipment is an increasingly popular approach to park spaces. 
Using the strong outdoors and recreational-based direction of the landing, this is a great ap-
proach intended to create a place that looks and feels like the natural environment but provides 
a deeper array of exploration and engagement than traditional playgrounds. A new play space 
should be incorporated ideally near the education center. The play space could be designed to 
be interpretive and educational in tandem with the center programming.
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Water is always an exciting way to attract people to public spaces. Given the warm climate 
and desire for more kid friendly amenities, a plaza fountain feature could be built that would 
provide an interactive function – a splash pad. This space would be located nearer to the river 
as a water-to-water visual connection. The fountain would also be highly visible from Main 
Street as an icon within the park. Ideally the fountain space is designed as a plaza first with 
the water element included so when the water feature is not running, the plaza is an attractive 
usable space for gathering and perhaps smaller events.

Located immediately west of the large central shed is an area that can serve as focal event 
area. This area could feature a dedicated permanent stage and seating areas or it could be 
set up temporarily as events warrant. This is an ideal location as an outdoor event place that 
can be used in tandem with the shed or as a single stand-alone venue while capturing views 
of the river.

Lastly, a new boardwalk or promenade built as near to the east edge of the river as possible 
would connect Main Street to the boat landing. The promenade would create a walking, loung-
ing, and viewing area out to the river. In the future there may be an opportunity to continue a 
boardwalk network northward in and amongst the cypress trees that could be used for educa-
tional exploration and discovery.

Plaza Fountain and Nature-Based Playscape Precedent Imagery
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Black River Landing Plan

Black River Landing: 
Boardwalk Photo-Illustration

Existing Conditions Proposed Conditions 
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3.5  VIBRANCY AMENITIES

A common theme voiced by the citizens who attended the Town Hall public input 
meetings was, “Downtown needs things for people to do!” Vibrancy amenities are 
relatively inexpensive solutions to this sentiment as they populate the downtown area 
with myriad elements that animate downtown with splashes of color and interactive 
features. These amenities, such as bistro tables, colorful umbrellas, parklets, public 
art, etc. not only create a visually appealing downtown, but are often implemented at 
far less cost than expensive streetscape projects or facade grants. Similarly, other vi-
brancy grants such as interactive art and games placed in public/green spaces such 
as the Pocket Park or Pop-Up Park Site, or wide sidewalk areas have the affect of mak-
ing downtown “sticky.” Stickiness refers to the quality of a downtown whereby there 
is something of interest among multiple generations to do, enjoy, see, and interact 
with.  Creative vibrancy grant ideas could include, but would not be limited to: flower 
baskets, umbrellas, sculpture, sun sails (shade devices), chairs, flags and banners, 
giant Jenga, giant checkers, giant chess, giant Scrabble, parklets, public art, bistro 
tables and umbrellas, public art, creative benches and chairs, etc. Precedent imagery 
of a variety of vibrancy amenities follow on the next few pages.

Vibrancy Amenities:  One of the most strategic locations within the downtown district are the sidewalks where public and private 
meet and human interaction happens naturally. Moreover, expenditures to activate the sidewalk realm are often far less expensive 
than public streetscape projects or private facade improvement projects yet yield dramatic impact in terms of color, activity and pedes-
trian interaction. Consider incentivizing ‘amenities’ such as Adirondack chairs, interactive public art installations, exterior dining 
tables and chairs, colorful umbrellas, etc. to animate the downtown area. 
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Lake City, SC: Student teams from the local high school created portable miniature golf holes that can be placed randomly throughout the down-
town or congregated in a single location to create a 9-hole putt-putt golf experience. In this way they have both an artistic purpose as well as an 
activity-generating purpose in the downtown. Best of all, it engages the students in the life of their downtown.

Ponce City Market: Atlanta, GA: This pop-up park resides in the middle of a parking lot at Ponce City Market. All the lawn area shown resides 
within a raised bed that is populated with flamingos (of the plastic variety!), moveable furniture, and an “Eno Hotel” constructed of stage lighting 
framing and covered with white plastic for shade. These elements could easily be replicated in Kingstree. 
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Making Downtown “Sticky”

The photographs below illustrate various approaches other communities have utilized to 
create ‘stickiness’’ within their downtowns. These various interactive games provide activi-
ties for people of all ages to enjoy while they are downtown. Downtown Kingstree’s parks, 
pocket parks, parklets, open spaces, and green spaces should be populated with similar 
activity-generating elements.
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Example of Rear of Building Treatments from Lake City, SC (above): This row of buildings had all manner of unsightly items behind them ranging 
from trash dumpsters to HVAC units to weatherheads to downspouts and much more. But since they fronted a town green it was imperative that  these 
items be concealed. The approach taken was to paint the buildings a common palette of autumnal colors, then erect a simple structure comprised of 4x4 
posts with 1x strips screwed into them and painted gray. This lattice conceals the unsightly elements and unifies the entire row of buildings. Foreground 
landscaping completes the rear of building treatments. 

3.6 FACADE GRANT APPROACHES Facade grants have proven to be an effective incentive in the revitalization of downtown buildings. 
There are three basic approaches to facade grants and each have pros and cons as noted herein. The three principle facade grant approaches are: 
Facade Component Grants, Overall Building Grants, and the Facade Master Plan. Each approach is described and illustrated on the following pages.

3.6.a  Facade Component Grants
Since many building owners are intimidated by overall façade renovations coupled with a grant process, the City or Main Street program might con-
sider simplifying the initial phases of a façade grant program and focusing on individual façade elements --or components--  instead of expensive, 
overall façade improvement approaches. In other words, consider conducting an annual facade component grant program that is focused on a sin-
gular element, such as an awning grant program, or a slipcover removal program, or a signage grant program. Once property owners become familiar 
with individual façade component programs, then consider moving on to entire-façade-based grant programs or a comprehensive Facade Master 
Plan if needed or desired.
The advantages of a component approach to facade grants include, but are not limited to:

• Specific facade issues can be addressed (e.g. paint, or lighting, or signage, etc.)
• Easier to administer
• Limited funds can go farther
• More buildings can be affected
• Easier to understand for the property owner or tenant

Examples of facade component grants follow on the next few pages.        

            Rear of Building Treatment Component Grants
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Conway, SC:  This furniture company removed the 
metal slipcover from their building to expose a beautiful 
building underneath.

Conway, SC:  The local government, in association 
with the Main Street program, realized the posi-
tive impact slipcover removal made. Therefore, they 
enacted a component facade grant program for slip-
cover removal and five other buildings in downtown 
removed their slipcovers. The visual improvement to 
their main street was remarkable!

Slipcover Removal Component Grants
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Beaufort, SC:  Main Street Beaufort initiated a component grant program 
featuring awnings.

Awning Component Grants

Demising Wall Component Grants for Micro-Retail
As is often the case in rural downtowns, the configuration of 
the historic buildings (typically 25’-30’ wide by 100’ deep) 
is not conducive to many retail ventures --especially start-
ups. Many start-up businesses only require a few hundred 
square feet of space, whereas the cost overhead associated 
with thousands of square feet of space become cost pro-
hibitive. In instances such as this, it might be prudent for 
the community to consider a creative approach --perhaps 
even funded as a component grant-- of segmenting a larger, 
longer building into a series of smaller, micro-retail spaces.

Demising Wall (Facade Component) Grants: 
The diagram at left was created to illustrate how a typical building in downtown 
could be modified by the construction of a demising wall to achieve higher income 
from the space for the property owner while accommodating retail micro-space along 
the street to activate downtown. 

Elba, AL:  This narrow, long building was divided into four 
retail bays instead of one large retail bay. The front-most pay 
could open to the front or side, whereas the three behind it 
would face to the side. 
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Signage Component Grants
One of the quickest ways to make a positive first impression from a design perspective is to have downtown buildings that feature quality, 
eye-catching signage. By coupling a public sector incentive with a private sector investment, the building and/or business owners are able 
to design and install signs of a caliber and quality that might otherwise be unaffordable. As part of the signage grant, a thoughtful review 
of existing sign ordinances is likely in order to ensure that quality signs like those featured at right are not prohibited by an outdated code 
requirement. 

Should the community lack local sign 
designers and fabricators to execute the 
kinds of signs depicted at right, they 
might consider participating with the Co-
Sign project. CoSign is a program devel-
oped by the American Sign Museum that 
helps communities create unique signage 
for revitalizing business districts. More 
information about this cutting edge pro-
gram may be found at:
www.cosigncincy.com
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3.6.b  Overall Facade Grants
Once the methodology for applying for component facade grants is established and the City or Main Street program has a proven track record 
for administering them, consider ‘graduating’ up to overall facade grants that address the entire face of a building. This approach would be 
reserved for more ‘troublesome’ buildings that require far more physical enhancement than a singular component approach could provide. 
However, this approach requires far more financial capital and administrative oversight to execute than a component grant approach. 

Lake City, SC:  The owner of this building took 
advantage of a matching facade grant to con-
vert the vacant space into a photography studio 
and office. The redesign featured a contemporary 
paint scheme, bold awnings, creative lighting, 
and professional signage.
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3.6.c  Facade Master Plan
At some point, a more ambitious approach to enhancing multiple façade in a relatively 
short time period might be warranted. In this case, the Façade Master Plan approach as 
developed by Community Design Solutions and other communities across America might 
be appropriate. Unlike a traditional facade improvement program, the Façade Master Plan is a 
comprehensive rehabilitation of many downtown buildings at once. The instrument that makes 
this new approach to building enhancement possible is an easement. The property owner gives 
the City, or local non-profit administering agent, a temporary easement on the facade of their 
building allowing the local government to spend funds on its improvement. In exchange for this 
temporary easement, the grant funds pay for the facade improvements. The advantages of this 
type of façade program are that it allows for a single source of project management, a single 
source of design, and a single source for construction. 

Benefits: The single source of project management streamlines the project and removes the 
burden of façade enhancement from each individual property owner. The single source of design, 
used in conjunction with the Main Street Program’s Design Committee or a set of quality design 
guidelines, ensures that all façade enhancements are sympathetic to the historic architectural 
heritage of their place. The single source of construction allows for dramatic cost savings since 
the contractor purchases all construction supplies for the entire enhancement project, rather than 
each property owner having to buy their own sign, door, windows, paint, awnings, etc. However, 
the biggest advantage to this approach is the ability for a downtown district to receive an overall 
appearance facelift in a remarkably short amount of time. Moreover, when used in conjunction 
with a grant source like federal CDBG funds, an individual state’s department of commerce grant, 
or other federal, state, or local funding sources, the facade enhancements are realized with no 
costs to the building owner or tenant. If the funding and/or grant source requires a match from the 
property owner, the enhancements are still realized with nominal investment on their part that is 
far less than if they improved their façade on their own using solely private sector funds.

Lessons Learned:  

• While design is important, it isn’t all-important. It is necessary to address the underlying 
economy of the place –reflected in the retail vibrancy of the downtown buildings—at the 
same time as façade enhancements are performed. Said simply, a comprehensive/holistic 
approach to downtown revitalization must be utilized in the process of enhancing the exte-
riors of the buildings.

• While it is appropriate to establish the overall project budget on a per façade basis, it should 
NOT be the basis for actual improvements as each building has unique needs that will cost 
more or less than others. 

• The administration of the façade master plan must be nimble. If the process for the owner 
is cumbersome or there is no flexibility in the product, participation will be compromised.

• Receive bids on an add-alternate basis to ensure you have a “buildable project” regardless 
of the low bid.

• There are good ways and frustrating ways to fund the Façade Master Plan.
• There are good practices and frustrating practices for interfacing with your SHPO if required.

The author of this report is pleased to offer all 
the documentation necessary to promote and 
execute a Facade Master Plan. A synopsis of 
this approach is described herein. Addition-
ally, a download link to these documents is 
available at the following link:
http://www.communitydesignsolutions.com/
public/FacadeMasterPlanDocs.zip
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Process: 

• Apply for and receive grant funding for design and construction.
• Develop guidelines for the administration of the grant funds.
• Solicit RFQ for design professionals to develop the facade enhancement designs.
• Negotiate and hire design professional.
• Design professional photographs subject properties and interviews each property owner/ten-

ant to ascertain appropriate enhancement approach.
• Design professional develops renderings and technical recommendations for each facade. 
• Administrative party and design professional develop specifications and bid documents.
• Prospective contractors pre-qualified.
• Bid package submitted to pre-qualified contractors.
• Negotiate with and hire low bidder.
• Construction commences with oversight by administrative party and design professional.
• Punch list and project close out.

Budget:

• Design & Project Management: $1,000 - $1,500/facade
• Construction Allowance: $5,000 - 10,000/facade
• Scope: To be determined by the local government. Generally speaking, include at least 20 

facades, but consider executing 40-80 so that the improvements can affect entire blocks of 
downtown structures. 

• Total: As determined/multiplied by the number of facades being considered against the bud-
get estimates noted above

• Schedule: Begin phase one immediately upon receipt of grant or private funding.
• Responsible Party: Local government or downtown revitalization agency.
• Funding Source Design: TIF Funds, CDBG Grants, Department of Commerce grants, local 

bank consortium funds/low-interest loans, fund raising, private sector investment, local 
government budget.

• Funding Source Construction: TIF Funds, CDBG Grants, Department of Commerce grants, lo-
cal bank consortium funds/low-interest loans, fund raising, private sector investment, local 
government budget, foundation grant funding.

Example of a Façade Master Plan 
from Gulfport, MS
After Hurricane Katrina, Gulfport undertook 
a Facade Master Plan that transformed more 
than 80 facades in a little less than two years.
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Example of a Façade Master Plan from Whitmire, SC. 
Existing & proposed conditions rendering of the 100 block of East Main Street.
22 Facades were completed in 5 months.

	  

	  

Example of a Façade Master Plan 
from Union, SC. 
Actual before and after photographs 
from Main Street. 80+ facades were 
completed in 18 months.
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Facade Enhancement Examples
Regardless of which facade grant approach is utilized in Kingstree, the next few pages feature 
before-and-after photo-renderings of several downtown buildings to demonstrate the power and 
impact of thoughtful facade renovations.

Academy Street Building
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Main Street Building
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Museum Annex Building
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Main Street Building
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Pee Dee Coalition Courtyard
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Former Markus Hotel Building
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3.7 DEALING WITH ABANDONED AND DILAPIDATED BUILDINGS

The presence of abandoned and dilapidated buildings in various states of disrepair downtown sends a mes-
sage to visitors that downtown is not cared for. The reasons for these conditions are myriad but include ab-
sentee ownership that perpetuates an “out of sight, out of mind” mentality; unrealistic expectations in terms 
of property values that prevents buildings being sold at reasonable prices; deferred maintenance has led to 
such degradation that the remedies cannot be absorbed by the income-producing capability of the building 
for too great a time; etc.

Considerations
In cities and towns of all sizes, municipal officials point to dilapidated structures as a challenge in their ef-
forts to promote the highest possible quality of life and bring economic growth to their hometowns. The failure 
of offending property owners to repair or demolish dilapidated structures creates blight and a financial drain 
on community resources. It shifts the cost of abating violations from the responsible party to all taxpayers.

Dealing with these unsafe commercial and residential structures is a challenging task that requires officials 
to consider and carefully balance the rights of the offending property owners with rights of the owners of 
adjacent properties and the community at large. Because of the wide array of situations encountered and 
sensitivity of the property rights issue, municipalities must have a variety of tools that can be selected and 
effectively applied to the specific circumstances of each code enforcement case.

What’s Available
Cities and towns can adopt ordinances relating to the upkeep of property. These ordinances may provide for 
notification to the owner outlining the conditions needing to be corrected and may require the owner to take 
the necessary steps to correct the conditions. The ordinances may also outline how the municipality may cor-
rect the conditions if the owner fails to take appropriate action.

As with any ordinance, cities and towns must have procedures in place that provide for due process and 
proper notification to the property owner when the city moves to abate a problem. Likewise, any local ordi-
nance needs to spell out explicitly the notice procedures, method of notice as well as a procedure for appeals 
of decisions made by the code enforcement officials.

State law gives cities and towns the authority to enforce the International Building Codes and to adopt by 
reference certain appendices to this code. One of the most widely adopted appendices is the International 
Property Maintenance Code, which establishes standards to help ensure public health, safety and welfare of 
the community by requiring the maintenance of existing structures and premises. The International Property 
Maintenance Code provides a framework for dealing with dilapidated structures in any city no matter the size.

The International Property Maintenance Code contains a prescribed and tested process of providing proper 
notice as well as a specific method of serving the notice to property owners. Because this code can be ad-
opted by reference with only minor modifications, it is a good option for municipalities starting a new code 
enforcement program or looking to modify their existing program. A PDF version of this code may be found 
by following this link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/upw4ttgdgusxoz0/2012_International_Property_Mainte-
nance_Code.pdf
What happens when property owners fail to correct serious code violations? One option available to the mu-
nicipality is to correct the violation. If the municipality corrects the unsafe conditions associated with the 
property, most state law allows the municipality to place a lien equal to the cost of the abatement on the 
property and collect the lien in the same manner as municipal taxes.
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Challenges
These code enforcement methods have limited effectiveness in certain situations. Liens on 
property generally can only be collected when a property is sold, and many county governments 
do not recognize code enforcement liens at tax sales. This means that liens might not be col-
lected at tax sales.

Another problem with liens is that there is often a significant lag between filing the lien and 
collecting payment because sales of dilapidated properties occur infrequently. Likewise, or-
dinance summons are not effective when a property owner cannot be located or lives outside 
of the community or state. Ordinance summons must be personally served upon the offender.

These tools also have limited effectiveness when the property owner lacks the financial re-
sources to abate the violations. Jailing offenders only increases the cost to the municipality 
and often fails to correct the violation.

Clearly, there are no “silver bullet” solutions that can solve each unique situation in every 
community. However, all across America certain strategies for dealing with abandoned and 
dilapidated buildings have begun to gain traction in dealing with this issue. A few of these 
strategies are noted below.

1. Early Warning Database
Use an early warning database to identify problem properties and to facilitate collaboration.

Too often, municipalities only find out about vacant properties after they have started to cause seri-
ous problems. An early warning database collects and organizes basic information about conditions 
that suggest a property is likely to become vacant. Local officials and organizations can use that in-
formation to identify at-risk properties and take action before a problem grows or gets out of control. 
A database can be useful for code enforcement officials, police and fire departments, community 
development departments, Main Street programs and neighborhood organizations. 

A database can be as a simple as a spreadsheet that lists problem properties and indicates whether 
each property has one or more of the key indicators of vacancy or abandonment, such as tax delin-
quency, nuisance abatement actions, utility shut-offs, or foreclosure filings. It can also be expanded 
to include information about the district where the property is located, such as demographic data, 
crime statistics, and real estate conditions. An even more comprehensive database could include 
information about these properties from various municipal departments. Many municipalities al-
ready collect much or all of the information in a basic database, and it is just a matter of putting 
that information together in one place. Even the most simple database can be used to identify prob-
lem properties and neighborhoods, guide decision making, and coordinate activity across municipal 
departments.

Key Benefits
Identify problem properties
A database helps a municipality identify properties that are vacant or at risk for vacancy, making it 
possible to intervene early and avoid more serious problems for the property. 

Coordinate municipal action
A database helps a municipality share critical information with various local government depart-
ments and other key stakeholders and use it to coordinate action and facilitate collaboration.
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2. Minimum Maintenance Ordinance
Use a minimum maintenance ordinance to provide an objective, district-wide standard of care 
for properties.

The failure to maintain property directly impacts property values of adjacent property and, in 
the worst case, can provide an area that attracts criminal activities. To protect a district from 
deterioration, a number of local governments have established property maintenance standards. 
There is a limit, however, on how far a jurisdiction may go in regulating unsightly areas on private 
property. It is an open question in many states whether their courts would uphold a beautification 
ordinance or a property maintenance or appearance code if the regulation is based purely upon 
aesthetic grounds.

The premise is that failure to provide minimum maintenance creates unsanitary and unsafe con-
ditions, negatively impacts the aesthetic value of the community, and reduces property values. 
Local governments considering property standards need to work with legal counsel to make sure 
that the necessary procedural requirements are included in any public nuisance or property main-
tenance ordinance and that staff responsible for enforcement receive the necessary training.

The hardships encountered when enforcing MMOs are typically two-fold. First, the local govern-
ment lacks the political will or manpower to enforce the ordinance. Second, the municipality lacks 
the funding required to enforce the ordinance by providing temporary clean-up and/or stabiliza-
tion and weatherization measures.

Key Benefits
Objective standards
Every property owner is held to the same standard of care. This should hopefully address concerns 
that enforcement is due solely on the grounds of subjective aesthetic standards.

Legal authority
Assuming due process and clear communications are in effect, a MMO provides solid legal 
grounds for enforcing upkeep on any individual property for the sake of the community good in 
terms of safety and welfare.

3. Temporary Visual Enhancement Treatments
Use visual enhancement treatments as a temporary means of improving the appearance of a 
building while it is being prepared for occupancy or sale.

The appearance of vacancies in the downtown area can send a negative message and create the 
perception of a lack of retail vibrancy. To combat those perceptions and “buy time” until a building 
becomes occupied, any of the approaches noted below and illustrated at right can be considered.

Place artwork in vacant display windows if the interior space appearance is satisfactory. If the 
interior space is in detrimental condition, consider masking the windows from the interior with 
butcher paper or from the exterior with vinyl cling wraps. The masks can feature nostalgic photos 
or historic postcards of the community or images such as a map of downtown highlighting shop-
ping and dining destinations. Place “community hero” posters in the windows to build community 
pride and draw attention away from the vacant building.

	  

	  

Treatments such as those illustrated above 
can temporarily make buildings presentable 
while waiting to secure tenants or own-
ers in vacant buildings. These treatments 
include community pride posters, artwork, 
nostalgic scenes, and vinyl cling directories.
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Key Benefits
Inexpensive
The above-noted techniques are inexpensive yet can reap significant visual rewards and temper 
perception of the district while buildings are being rehabilitated or sold.

4. Financial Incentives
Use financial incentives to stimulate private sector building renovation investment.

While it can be argued that a property owner that has neglected their property should not be 
rewarded with a financial incentive, by the same token, the economic and community benefit de-
rived from an improved building typically outweighs perceived injustices. There are a whole host 
of potential incentives that can be brought to bear on this issue. Some of the most common and 
strategic methods are noted below.

• Facade Grants: Either single components (e.g. signs, awnings, paint) or overall facade 
grants can motivate an owner to enhance their building.

• Historic Preservation Tax Credits: Qualifying buildings are eligible for either 10% or 20% 
federal tax credits while many states match the federal credits up to 25%.

• Tax Abatement: This strategy freezes the taxable rate at the pre-renovation value so that 
improvements to the building do not render an immediate spike in property taxes.

Key Benefits
Gap financing
Sometimes these financial incentives are the difference between rehabilitating a building or let-
ting it sit vacant. Through a nominal incentive from the public sector, the private sector might be 
motivated to invest in the renovation of an otherwise marginal property.

5. Vacant Building Registry
Use a vacant building registry to motivate owners to maintain buildings and return them to pro-
ductive use, identify the party responsible for problem properties, monitor vacant properties, and 
defray costs of providing related municipal services.

A vacant building registry requires owners (and, in some cases, financial institutions with an 
interest in a property) to register vacant buildings with a municipality. Effective registry programs 
also require registrants to pay a fee at regular intervals, which defrays the additional costs of 
providing municipal services associated with such properties. Fees also create a strong financial 
incentive for owners to secure and maintain vacant property and return it to productive use. Effec-
tive programs require registrants to provide 24-hour contact information, which makes it easier 
for a municipality to contact the owner or the owner’s agent if there is a problem with the property. 
Some registry programs go further and include provisions that compel registrants to maintain, 
secure and insure vacant properties, and prepare and implement plans to return them to produc-
tive use. Good registry programs are implemented in conjunction with strong code enforcement 
and often include steep fines for noncompliance. Emporia, KS: Emporia, Kansas has formulated 

an excellent Vacant Building Registry Ordi-
nance. A copy of the ordinance may be accessed at: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cu9tko9eiwunpr8/
VBO_Emporia_Kansas.docx?dl=0
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Key Benefits
Motivate owners
Code enforcement alone isn’t always enough to motivate owners to maintain vacant properties. 
Vacant building registries usually require payment of fees, and these added costs create an ad-
ditional incentive for owners to maintain their properties.

Identify responsible parties to contact if there is a problem
Municipalities can use the information collected in the registry to contact the party responsible 
for a property if there is a problem.

Defray costs
Revenue generated from registration fees helps cover costs incurred by municipalities in monitor-
ing vacant properties and enforcing vacant property requirements. 

6. Receivership
Ensure that someone with the necessary expertise and resources repairs or rehabilitates a vacant 
property.

Receivership is a powerful but infrequently used tool for ensuring that seriously troubled proper-
ties are repaired or rehabilitated. Receivership is sometimes used as a last resort when other 
strategies, like traditional code enforcement, don’t motivate an owner to perform necessary main-
tenance and repairs and a property is a danger to the community. If a property is not being prop-
erly maintained, a municipality can go to court and seek to have a receiver appointed to take care 
of the property. If the court appoints a receiver, this third party is authorized to act as if it owns the 
property. The receiver can take any step the court authorizes to repair or rehabilitate the property. 

Receivers can finance the work with cash loans from banks or the municipality. In exchange, the 
receiver gives the lender a special certificate, which basically guarantees that it will get the full 
value of the loan back with interest. If the owner of the property doesn’t pay back the receiver’s 
loan with interest, the certificate becomes a lien on the property, which must be paid back before 
all other encumbrances on the property except taxes. This process provides the receiver with 
funds needed to repair the property and allows the bank or municipality financing the repairs to 
make a profit on its loan.

Key Benefits
Repair and rehabilitate vacant property
When other methods fail to motivate an owner to maintain a property, this process, enabled by 
state law, can give a receiver powerful tools to ensure that troubled properties are repaired or 
rehabilitated. 

Pay for repairs and rehabilitation
It is often difficult to get financing to repair or rehabilitate a vacant property. The receivership 
process, if enabled by state law, gives receivers this critical tool to finance such repair activity.

Property owner rights
Since the property owner may retrieve the property at any point in the process by reimbursing the 
receiver for all costs associated with the project, the issue of property takings is addressed. 
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7. Acquisition or Demolition
Acquire properties to stabilize or rehabilitate individual properties or to redevelop an entire area or dis-
trict in communities with large numbers of vacant properties. Demolish vacant properties that pose 
significant danger to the community and cannot be adequately addressed in any other way.

Acquisition: In districts where property values have fallen significantly, owners and private investors 
may not take proper care of a property. This neglect can cause problems for adjacent properties, and the 
problems can begin to spiral out of control. In situations where the private market has little incentive to 
act, the best alternative may be for a municipality to acquire properties.

The municipality can act aggressively (especially if it possesses a Community Development Corporation 
or a Redevelopment Authority) to improve a single property that is causing problems, or to improve sev-
eral properties in an effort to redevelop a larger area. Municipalities can acquire properties individually 
or as part of a coordinated acquisition and redevelopment strategy. Where downtown stabilization or 
revitalization efforts require acquisition of larger numbers of properties, land banks have proven to be a 
very effective strategy. Though acquiring properties can be a useful and powerful tool, it is not a quick 
solution to a pressing problem—the process often takes a very long time.

Demolition: When a property is causing very serious problems that present a danger to the surrounding 
community, and the owner is not taking necessary steps to address the problem, a municipality may 
initiate demolition proceedings. After complying with procedures specified by state law and/or municipal 
ordinance, the municipality can demolish the property. 

While the preservation of a downtown’s architectural assets --especially its historic buildings-- is of 
paramount importance, occasionally the demolition of a delinquent building may cost a municipality 
less than taking care of a troubled property. What’s more, under some circumstances, a municipality 
can recover the costs associated with the demolition. Carefully targeted demolition can help stabilize 
property values in the surrounding community and help lay the foundation for redevelopment.

Key Benefits: Acquisition
Return properties to productive use
By acquiring vacant properties that have no near-term prospect of being redeveloped by the private 
market, municipalities can return them to productive use, helping to stabilize communities more quickly.

Promote redevelopment
Property acquisition allows municipalities to reshape an entire district.

Key Benefits: Demolition
Remove blight
Demolishing seriously troubled buildings can help stabilize or improve struggling districts. Demolition 
may be the best option when vacant properties are hurting the community around them and nothing else 
can restore the property to productive use.

Prompt owners to take responsibility
Sometimes a threat by the municipality to demolish a property compels recalcitrant owners to take 
responsibility for troubled properties.

Minimize municipal costs
While demolishing a building is expensive, it is sometimes less expensive in the long run than incurring 
all of the municipal costs associated with taking care of a troubled building.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

This report is packed full of achievable, locally relevant ideas. Who’s going to guide and 
implement them? MAIN STREET KINGSTREE! This strong organization will provide the struc-
ture and stability to build and maintain a long-term effort.

So, organizationally, LET’S PUT IT ALL TOGETHER…

Great attention to the organizational details in the beginning of the program sets the stage 
for continued success. Organization also makes sure the program is a comprehensive effort 
in all Four Points of the Main Street Approach and focuses on building collaboration among 
a broad range of public and private sector groups and organizations. The Organization Com-
mittee plays a key role in keeping the board, committees, and staff functioning by attracting 
people and money to the Main Street program. To succeed, this committee must take respon-
sibility for managing these financial and logistical aspects of the non-profit organization: 

• Promoting the program to downtown interests and the public
• Raising funds to operate the Main Street program and implement the Main Street goals 
• Overseeing volunteer activities by recruiting, supervising and rewarding good work
• Planning for the long and short-term using its mission, its vision and work plans (see 

implementation plan and work plan templates included)

Main Street is a community-driven approach. Every aspect of the Main Street approach 
depends on a proactive effort to work with downtown and community leaders to address re-
vitalization. Within the Main Street Four-Point approach, Organization provides a solid base 
to bring the community together. 

Main Street organizational success is seen in three areas:

• Relationships
• Communication
• Management

4.2  ORGANIZATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Develop an economic positioning statement/vision statement using the 
branding material provided during the Roadmap process. Below is an ex-
ample. 

Economic Positioning Statement/Vision Statement:
Steeped in historic charm and natural beauty, Main Street Kingstree is the leading 
destination for experiencing an exceptional trail system connecting downtown to the 
Scenic Black River. 

Mission: The Mission of Main Street Kingstree, a department of the City of Kingstree, 
is to preserve, manage, promote, and enhance the development of Kingstree’s historic 
downtown as the economic center of Williamsburg County.
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Implementation Strategy: KINGSTREE is a designated Main Street SC commu-
nity. Main Street Kingstree administers the Main Street program at the local level. The 
agency uses the Main Street America ™ model of establishing economic development 
strategies and applying the Main Street Four-Point Approach® to downtown revitaliza-
tion: Organization, Promotion, Design and Economic Vitality, to implement a plan that 
achieves measurable results.

2. Work plan everything. The templates below are how progress is evaluated and 
made each year for Main Street programs. Regardless of what template the community 
uses, all work plans include the following items. 

• Projects – identified by each committee that would help achieve the vision for the Main 
Street District and strategy identified by the board of directors. This allows each com-
mittee and volunteer to be creative and leverage their unique interests and skill sets. 

• Tasks – a “to do” lists for each project. The more detailed the better, but remember, 
work plans are a living document and will likely change as more information comes to 
light. Detailed tasks are helpful when trying to assign tasks to others within the orga-
nization or outside the committee. 

• Timetables – ensure that the appropriate amount of time is being dedicated to each 
step so that it isn’t a mad dash at the end. It will also provide volunteers signing up 
for each task, the comfort of knowing when these activities will be expected of them, so 
they can plan their life accordingly. 

• Responsibilities – are assigned for those involved. The first is the Executive Director. 
This person is usually responsible for updating and overseeing the work plan. The Ex-
ecutive Director isn’t responsible for the entire project but is often the overseer of the 
entire project, enlisting help from the committee, a subcommittee, or the Main Street 
volunteer base and partners to complete the tasks. Each task also includes the name of 
a person willing to take on the task. In many cases this may be the name of a volunteer. 
However, it may be a task that is best suited for a partnering organization, or a general 
volunteer from the database. Every task may not include a name, but must include a 
strategy for how that task will be completed. 

• Budgets – include the cost to complete each task, which will provide a total project 
budget. This provides the volunteer assigned to the task a budget to work within, and 
will provide the board a clear understanding of where the expenses are coming from 
within each project. Completed work plans ultimately become the foundation to the 
organization’s budget. 

• Measures of success – allow each project’s results to be quantifiable. The measure 
should directly relate to the previously identified vision and ultimately the successful 
implementation of the strategy. Most importantly, the measure should be something 
that can be measured. After each project is completed, the committee and board should 
evaluate the performance of the project based on the measure and help improve the 
project for the future. 
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3. Coordinate promotional and marketing initiatives that confirm down-
town as the heart of community activity and identity. Promoting the Main 
Street DISTRICT is the obvious task of the Promotion Committee but promoting the Main 
Street PROGRAM is the job for the ORG Committee. Don’t assume everyone knows, un-
derstands, and appreciates the work and mission. 

• Tell Downtown’s Story. Ensure that the mission and vision are highly visible and pro-
moted in the program’s online, printed communication tools, and projects and activities 

• Identify what the public needs to learn about the program in order to attract support. 
What’s the Main Street message and how is it being shared?

• Develop a set of talking points on the importance, benefits and value of a vital and ac-
tive downtown to share with others. 

• Develop a strong communication plan that includes the vision for downtown with a solid 
message and tools that connect regularly with the community and promote a sense of 
ownership with clear opportunities for involvement and support.

• Celebrate all program successes, including reinvestment statistics that should be col-
lected at least quarterly and reported annually. 
 » Top 10 things to do in Downtown Kingstree
 » Reasons to open a business in downtown Kingstree
 » Post visuals, matrix, roadmap presentation link & report (provide monthly updates 

on progress (see downtown Myrtle Beach website for ideas)
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• Speak to local organizations, church and civic groups, local media, etc. to further the 
message and excitement built during the Downtown Roadmap. 

• Utilize social media outlets to keep momentum building and maintain a consistent and 
clear message. 

4. Build inclusive and action-driven community involvement.

• Foster a strong sense of ownership of downtown revitalization within community groups 
and individual stakeholders that result in pride in downtown and active engagement. 
Everyone benefits from a vibrant and successful downtown. Keep a strong focus on 
working WITH downtown and the community and not just FOR downtown.

• Map local partnerships and clarify roles. Identify the specific activities pursued by each 
of the 4 Points. Identify mission overlap and areas for potential partnership growth. 
Coordinate to maximize the talent and support offered by volunteers and partners. Con-
firm and distribute planning and implementation roles for all involved to maximize the 
impact and effectiveness of the program. (See partner map example below).
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Partner Map Example, DeLand, FL

• Create a volunteer leadership development and management plan that outlines the 
process and defined opportunities for involvement. This should include defined roles for 
task forces or teams that help organize and implement projects and activities. Outline 
clear opportunities for volunteer and partner engagement. Where and how can people 
and agencies participate? Include a volunteer sign up on the program’s webpage. 
 » Establish volunteer recognition initiatives and activities that highlight the talent, 

contributions, and impact provided by individuals and groups within the organiza-
tion. This is essential to building a strong and sustainable Main Street program.

 » Develop a campaign to attract members of civic clubs, business district stakehold-
ers and private citizens

 » Create job descriptions, define roles, track amount of time volunteers participate 
and evaluate.

• Work closely with City leaders to establish an inclusive representation, confirm uni-
fied direction, and provide support to move the revitalization process forward. Ensure 
diverse participation for board and committees and general volunteers and that the 
voice of ALL of Kingstree is heard and reflected by participants in regards to diversity in 
age, race, gender, skills & interests, socio-economic levels. Build a framework that re-
flects the district and community demographics (property & business owners, residents, 
workforce, and representatives of organizations) 

• Create constant engagement with downtown stakeholders. As a representative voice 
for downtown, it is important for the Main Street program to build strong support from 
the downtown property and business owners, employees, and residents. Regular com-
munication and outreach to build understanding and foster support and participation 
should be a fundamental component of the program’s efforts. Additional downtown 
stakeholders include: 
 » Churches – Kingstree has an active faith-based community with strong programs 

and activities. Reach out to gather feedback and explore opportunities to build 
collaboration.

 » School system – The younger generation plays an important role in Kingstree’s cur-
rent and future success. Engage the youth in revitalization efforts. Identify activi-
ties for after school programming, volunteer opportunities etc. 

 » Consider developing a youth Main Street initiative that provides a base for collabo-
ration with schools and churches and other groups to engage all ages in downtown 
revitalization projects and activities. This in turn provides a strong foundation in 
building future leadership and fostering a strong sense of downtown ownership.
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4.3  POTENTIAL PROGRAM PARTNERS

The local downtown revitalization program must involve groups throughout the community 
to be successful. Different groups have different interests in the downtown, and, while each 
may have a particular focus, all groups ultimately share the common goal of a vibrant com-
mercial district. By involving a broad range of constituents in the process, the downtown 
program can help each group realize that this common goal exists and that cooperation is 
essential for successful revitalization. Furthermore, by identifying each organization’s great-
est strengths, the downtown program can help focus each group’s energy in the areas where 
it will be most effective and have the most to contribute. Groups typically represented and 
involved in successful local downtown revitalization programs include:

Chambers of Commerce
The Chamber of Commerce is an important player in most downtown revitalization programs 
because of its interest in the community’s commercial development. The Chamber can help 
the downtown program by providing liaison with local and regional economic development 
agencies, helping businesses expand, recruiting new businesses, and sharing information 
resources. Remember, though, that the chamber must be concerned with community-wide 
development. Focusing too much on the downtown can contradict its direct mission. 

City and County Government 
Without the support and involvement of local government, it is doubtful that a downtown 
revitalization program will achieve long-lasting success. Local government can help provide 
the financial and information resources, technical skills, and leadership to the revitalization 
effort. Because local government plays a major role in directing the community’s economic 
growth, it must be an active participant in restructuring the downtown’s economic base and 
developing innovative solutions to downtown issues.

Civic Clubs 
By taking part in the revitalization program, civic clubs can help improve the community’s 
quality of life and make the downtown a more engaging place for community activities. 

Consumers 
In many ways, consumers stand to benefit the most from a revitalized downtown offering 
goods and services that meet their needs. Many local consumers who may not belong to an 
existing community organization will still be interested in participating in the revitalization 
effort and in helping make the downtown—and the community—a more vibrant place to be. 

Financial Institutions 
Local financial institutions benefit from a revitalized downtown in many ways, from mak-
ing new business loans to being able to attract new industry to the community. Banks and 
savings and loans can support the revitalization program by helping package loans, tak-
ing part in interest buy down and other financial incentive programs, providing leadership, 
and seeking innovative ways to stimulate downtown economic development. Many financial 
institutions also find that participation in the local downtown revitalization program helps 
satisfy their directives under the Community Reinvestment Act. 
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Historic Preservation Organizations & Historical Societies 
These groups can contribute expertise in local history, preservation technology, design guidelines, 
historic rehabilitation, and related fields to the downtown revitalization program. 

Media 
Downtown revitalization means creating new jobs, generating new investments, and bringing 
more money into the community—all newsworthy activities. Thus, the media are usually major 
supporters of a downtown revitalization effort. In addition to publicizing the local program’s suc-
cesses, media can provide information about local market characteristics to help the revitaliza-
tion effort find better ways to meet consumer needs.

Property Owners 
Since they literally own the downtown, property owners have a direct interest in the downtown 
program’s success and often become active participants in the revitalization process. Absentee 
owners, though, may show little or no interest in the program. Nonetheless, they should be kept 
informed about revitalization activities and, as the program develops greater competency in di-
recting downtown’s economic growth, should continue to be invited to take part in its projects. 

Regional Planning Commissions and Councils of Government 
These groups can provide the local downtown program with market data and other technical 
information about the downtown’s market area. They can also help the program identify resources 
and establish relationships with regional, state and national economic development agencies. 

Retail & Service Sector Business Owners 
Retail and service sector activity is an important part of the downtown’s economic base; conse-
quently, business owners have a vested interest in the success of the downtown revitalization 
program. Retailers are often most interested in and the most valuable contributors to downtown 
promotional activities, though their involvement in other downtown activities can also be ben-
eficial. 

Schools 
Schools can contribute to successful downtown revitalization in several ways. First, by involving 
young people in the revitalization process, the downtown program can reach a segment of the 
community that may not be familiar with downtown. Second, they can help students become 
positive contributors to the community’s quality of life. Finally, by giving students opportunities to 
use their academic skills in a real world environment, they can help the downtown revitalization 
effort implement programs and activities. 

Volunteers 
Volunteers can provide many services, which might otherwise require cash resources well beyond 
the means of the organization. Volunteers might sell spots in a coordinated advertising cam-
paign; they might provide part-time office help or clerical support; volunteers might help solicit 
donations and memberships; they might help paint a building or sweep a sidewalk; they may 
prepare a financial statement or submit a tax return; or they could design a logo or print the news-
letter. Given correct motivation and correct management, volunteers can do almost anything.
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4.4 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY BOARD

HOLD FOR Kingstree’S STRATEGY BOARD AFTER CONDUCTING 
THE IMPLEMENTATION WORKSHOP
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Introduction: 
Two Town Hall Input Meetings were conducted during the Downtown Roadmap process. Over 
100 citizens showed up at Town Hall to offer their input into a variety of questions asked by 
the Roadmap Team. The questions are noted below and the responses from each night are 
noted in the pages that follow. 

If you were to send a post card to capture to essence of downtown King-
stree, what images or words would you feature on the card?

What would you like to be able to do or get downtown that you cannot do 
or get currently?

What one change would you make to improve the look or feel of downtown?

Complete the sentence: 
Whatever you do, do: 
Whatever you do, don’t: 

The Family Game: Ascribe to the following communities human character-
istics that capture their personality traits:
Florence
Manning
Lake City
Kingstree

6.1 Appendix A: Record of Public Input
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6.1 Appendix A: Record of Public Input
PUBLIC INPUT #1 | KINGSTREE, SC     Wednesday, December 10, 2019 
 
1) Post Card      Word 

People Quaint 
Historical buildings 
Courthouse, museum, PO, train station, 
Drucker drugs bldg., homes 

Friendly 

Leesburg Presbyterian Church Stress-free 
Black River Historic  
Wildlife Family 
MLK visit marker Scenic 
 Special  
 Caring  
 Smiling Faces, Beautiful Places 

 
2) Travel Editor/Stories 

Nobel Prize Winner: Joe Goldstein John McKissick (Summerville Coach) 
Dr. King’s visit Oldest inlet town in SC 
Col. Signus, Pres. Of Citadel Kay the Singer made top idol, top 40   
Mary Gordon Ellis, 1st Female Senator Chubby Checker b. in Andrews 
Kingstree’s naming: (white) pine tree viewed 
from river marked for king 

6 AA University Presidents 

Teddy Pendergrass born here Airport 
 
3) What to do or get downtown 

Nice family restaurant (2-3; 1 by river) Microbrewery x lots!!! 
Activity (bowling, etc.) Outdoor concerts/festival venue (town green 

like Lake City) 
Shopping, variety: clothing, home goods, 
electronics, children’s clothing, etc. 

Movie Theater 

Nice bookstore Men’s Clothing 
Concert place Coffee shop x 2 

 
4) One Change 

Remove lanes downtown, from 4 to 2 Fix up and occupy buildings 
Add some color More lighting 
Trim the trees Bike friendly, walk friendly 
Brick paved crosswalks (want to look how 
Kingstree feels) 

No more 18 wheelers on Main Street 

Make river more accessible Greenspace downtown – sit for lunch, etc. 
More nightlife Art (on walls, etc.) 
Uniformity in infrastructure (light poles – 
consistency in street furniture size, scale, 
lighting etc.  
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6.1 Appendix A: Record of Public InputPUBLIC INPUT #1 | KINGSTREE, SC     Wednesday, December 10, 2019 
 
5) Fill in the blank 
DO       Don’t 

Preserve our historic structures: R. Mills, PO. 
Etc. 

 

Renovate old hotel on Main Street Don’t tear it down 
Maintain our uniqueness (only Kingstree in 
the world) 

 

Focus on our riverfront  
Don’t be afraid to change us – dream big  
Preserve our buildings Don’t forget about our other roadways, parts 

of downtown 
Make downtown area more uniform to fit 
together, strive for consistency 

 

Beautify empty vacant lots; take advantage 
of them 

 

 
6) Family Game (traits, quirks, personality) 

FLORENCE | MAN MANNING | MAN 
Law enforcement Older, settled comfortable man 
Male events at arena (wrestling) Copy cat 
Restaurants for hungry man Missing out on opportunities (w 2 

interstates) 
Likes to travel (# of roadways) Likes recreation 
Bland personality/sophistication Lots of districts (downtown, 301, bypass, 

etc.) – Entrepreneur 
Identity problem – spread out Big fish in small puddle 
Knows how to throw a good party (w/ 
arts/culture) 

 

 
LAKE CITY | WOMAN KINGSTREE | MAN 
Has $ Man in his last days 
Likes beautiful things Having an identity crisis; but getting over it 
Moves expediciously Has potential 
Does what she wants to do Been in a couple of scraps, but recovering 
Finally found her lake Longevity 
Loves art King who is missing his queen 
Pompous 
Diverse 

Rich in stories and people, but afraid of 
change 

Consummate entertainer; not afraid to try 
new things 

Caring 

 Wealthy in things that matters 
 Has $ but sits on it 
 Was a leader at one time 
 Best days ahead of him 
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PUBLIC INPUT #2 | KINGSTREE, SC     Thursday, December 11, 2019 
 
1) Post Card      Words 

Black River Patriotism (Rev. War Soldiers) 
Courthouse Family 
Live Oak Trees Hospitality 
Our People Community 
Pig Pickin’ Festival Relaxed 
Baseball Field Friendly  
Wildlife Quaint 
Historical Landmarks (Thorntree House, 
Museum, PO, Depot 

Spirituality 

Houses  
Churches  

 
2) Travel Editor/Stories 

Charlie Walker (voice of area sports teams) John McKissick (winningest 
MLK Visit Dr. Joe Goldstein Nobel Prize Winner 
Francis Marion (led troops through area 
during Rev. War) 

Amos White (famous New Orleans Jazz Band 
leader) – led band at Woodrow Wilson’s 
1913 inaugural parade 

Steven Swells (1st black mayor) Teddy Pendergrass 
Henry ?? (mapmaker for Francis Marion) Bernard Baruch (political figure) – Winston 

Churchill visited his hunting farm 
How got name – white pine  

 
3) What to do or get downtown 

Eat dinner riverside with café lights Reception Hall downtown 
Rent kayak for day trip  Coffee Shop/Gathering Space 
Movie Theater (small boutique for family w/e 
activity) 

River walking trail/access 

Mens Clothing Microbrewery x lots!! 
Nice hotel Childrens Clothing 
Ice cream shop Walking trail loop along river to downtown 
Dog park Art venue to create (like Georgetown) 
Ensure local support  

 
4) One Change 

Trim trees Landscape – the power of flowers 
Better lighting ADA accessibility 
Remove holly trees along Main  Sidewalk improvements + additions where 

absent 
Cut down poison plants Street diet – make Main St slower and cozier 
More murals No 18 wheelers downtown 
Update facades – improve looks Fill in potholes 
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PUBLIC INPUT #2 | KINGSTREE, SC     Thursday, December 11, 2019 
 
5) Fill in the blank 
DO       Don’t 

Introduce color to downtown Encourage businesses that are not 
sustainable 

Unique brand that is timeless  
Strong outline of priorities with linear path  
Get whole county involved  
Do it right Don’t take a shortcut 

 
6) Family Game (traits, quirks, personality) 

FLORENCE | WOMAN MANNING | MAN 
She likes to shop  Likes to stay in a hotel 
She must be a Dr. Loves in a great location 
She likes to travel Likes great outdoors 
She’s new money Enjoys a round of golf 
She likes to go to the theater Very diverse 
She’s constantly reinventing herself Fussy about his yard 
She can’t get around sometimes Doesn’t take any smack 
She’s easily distracted Becoming very diverse b/c of his backyard 

pond 
She has good circulation  

 
LAKE CITY | WOMAN KINGSTREE | MAN 
Wealthy, buying up a lot of stuff Old 
Likes botox; taking all the wrinkles out Likes to hunt and fish 
Likes cosmetics Distinguished 
Building new things Scared of change 
Likes the arts Wants to change slowly to honor past 
Likes gardening; has strong green thumb Needs to find his feminine side 
Gossipy neighbor Farmer 
Wants it her way Antiquated 
Knows how to reinvent herself On the verge of a renaissance or rebirth 
 Likes fast food 
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Introduction: 
Four in-depth market data reports are available for download at the below-noted link. They 
include a Kingstree Primary Trade Area Report; a Kingstree Secondary Trade Area Report; The 
Town of Kingstree Demographics Report; and, Williamsburg County Demographics Report.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/dct3hxjy9z7i4uh/Kingstree%20Market%20Data.zip?dl=0
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6.3 Appendix: Branding Style Guide

Kingstree, SC 
BrandTouch™ 
Manual

Order comes from simplicity. Inside, you will 
find the simple rules that guide the Kingstree, 
SC Brand, and will help create equity as we 
tell others about Kingstree

PREPARED BY

 
316 West Stone Avenue 
Greenville, SC 29609 
brandtouch@arnettmuldrow.com

arnettmuldrow.com
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Kingstree, SC BrandTouch™ Manual

Brand guidelines should be flexible enough for your community 
to be creative, but rigid enough to keep your brand easily 
recognizable. Consistency is key, especially if you need the 
brand to extend across multiple media platforms.

The Brand Manual 
is essentially a set 
of rules that explain 
how your  
brand works.
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1.0 
Brand

2.0 
Logo

3.0 
Color

4.0 
Typography

5.0 
Expansion

6.0 
Resources
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The core values define the company’s strengths and 
how it needs to behave to achieve its vision.

1.1  
Brand Statement

Brand Statement
We are Kingstree, South Carolina. For nearly 300 years, we have 
been crafting a colorful story.  

A story set on the banks of the Black River, in the shade of our 
grand White Pine by the fields filled with indigo.

Ours is a story of discovery, as state’s oldest inland community, 
our  majestic Black River opened a corridor to explore South 
Carolina’s Midlands. 

Ours is a story of excellence, as the strength and trueness of a 
lone White Pine earned it the mark of the King. The broad point 
symbolized a royal protection and an intention of greatness. 

Ours is a story of growth, as agriculture has always been in our 
blood. We are connected to these rich lands whose bounty 
provides us prosperity, and whose beauty provides us relaxation. 

Ours is a story of humble greatness. Our men and women 
have become accomplished Athletes, Singers, Statesmen and 
even a Noble Prize winner. Kingstree has truly been Marked for 
Excellence. 

And though our story is rich with history, it is still being written. 
Entrepreneurs are opening New businesses. 
Investors are preserving our historic buildings. 
In our historic downtown, music fills the  and our  streets come 
to life with events where the entire community gathers 
And on the banks of our river, where this story began, 
we are starting a new chapter at Black River Landing. 

We invite you to rediscover this amazing place we call home. 
This place where our rich history combines with our warm spirit 
to create an experience, 
Much like our name, that is one of a kind.
Welcome to Kingstree, The Crown of the Black River

UNDERSTANDING VALUE

Too often, designers orient messaging around 
what THEY believe to be the most important 
features of their community, instead of looking 
into what’s actually important to citizens. 
Take the time to understand your community 
and their values, then align your messaging 
accordingly.
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The primary message used to express the brand 
promise. This reflects the desired position of the brand.

1.2  
Brand Message

Kingstree, SC:  
The Crown 
of the Black 
River

LOGLINE

Your logline should give people an idea of what 
you offer and provide some sort of hook to 
stimulate interest. For example, “a boutique 
PR agency that specializes in launching hot 
emerging tech companies” or “an accounting 
firm that deals exclusively with small-business 
audits.”

Once you’ve got your logline, go back through 
your marketing copy and make sure these 
simple messages come through loud and 
clear. You can also use the logline itself in your 
marketing materials, on your web site and 
social media properties, and in conversations 
with customers and prospects.
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Your community already has a personality. The job of 
the brand is to preserve that personality while helping 
the community to realize its vision of its future.

2.1  
Logo

A. LOGOMARK

A logomark is an identifying 
mark or symbol that doesn’t 
contain the business name. 
Think of the Nike ‘swoosh’, 
Shell, WWF, Mercedes or 
Adidas. 

B. WORDMARK

A wordmark refers to words 
or the name of a business that 
is designed in a special way. 
Examples include Pinterest, 
eBay or Google.

C. LOGO

The logo is the combination 
of the logomark and logotype 
along with the tagline to 
graphically convey the 
identity of the community.

A

C

B
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CROWN OF THE BLACK RIVER
SOUTH CAROLINA

Choosing the right dominant color for your brand is 
crucial. This color should appear on all your materials, 
including your logo and signage.

2.2  
Logo Variants

LOGO USAGE

As much as possible, the 
color you choose should set 
you apart, work with your 
industry and image, and tie to 
your brand promise. It should 
also take into account color 
psychology, which is fairly 
complex. Colors can mean 
different things depending 
on the culture, situation and 
industry.

KingstreE
MARKED FOR EXCELLENCE

H I S T O R I C

KingstreE
MARKED FOR EXCELLENCE

H I S T O R I C
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A logo lockup refers to the formalized position/
relationship of the brand’s logo (symbol) and its 
wordmark (logotype).

2.3  
Logo Sizing

A. MINIMUM SIZE

Smaller than about 3/4 of an 
inch, and most logos become 
ineffective. It doesn’t mean you 
can’t make them smaller, you just 
have to know the rule before you 
break the rule.

3/4”
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The area that surrounds the logo known as “clear space” 
is as important as the logo itself.

2.4  
Logo Spacing

WHAT IS CLEARSPACE

The area that surrounds the 
logo is as important as the logo 
itself. The minimum area of A, 
known as “clear space,” provides 
breathing room to the logo and 
eliminates visual clutter (text, 
graphic elements or other logos) 
that can compete with logo 
legibility – thereby diminishing 
the effectiveness of the logo.

A

A
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Color choices are used to differentiate items, create 
depth, add emphasis, and help organize information.

3.1  
Color Palette

COLOR THEORY

Every time a consumer interacts with a 
brand, an opportunity exists for the company 
to influence their audiences’ perceptions. 
It is up to the marketer to decipher which 
design and colors will influence the consumer 
to purchase. By educating oneself on the 
psychology behind color theory, marketers 
can further tap into branding techniques and 
better connect with their market, leading to 
a stronger brand-consumer relationship and 
increased profit.  

Color Swatches

PANTONE 289 C PANTONE 542 C PANTONE 7573 C

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

RGB 13    33     61

HEX/HTML 0d213d

CMYK 97     84     46     53

RGB 134     185     221

HEX/HTML 86b9dd

CMYK 46     15     3     0

RGB 169     105     40

HEX/HTML a96928

CMYK 27     61     100     13
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Almost 90% of people’s assessment on products or 
services is based on colors alone. Due to colors’ strong 
influence on moods and feelings, their association 
with products can influence our attitudes and affect 
purchasing power towards brands.

PANTONE 7753 C PANTONE 5743 C

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

RGB 207     172     58

HEX/HTML cfac3a

CMYK 21     29     93     1

RGB 36     58     26     

HEX/HTML 243a1a

CMYK 76     49     94     60
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Typography plays a crucial role in the design of your 
brand identity. The typography in your logo can be as 
impactful as a graphic. 

4.1  
Typography

Do not think 
of type as 
something 
that should 
be merely 
readable. 
It should 
be beautiful.

SWATCHES

Ty pog ra phy is the vi sual 
com po nent of the writ ten word.

Text is any combination of letters, 
numbers, or other characters. 
Text stays the same no mat ter 
how it’s ren dered. Con sider the 
sen tence “I like pizza.” I can print 
that text on a piece of pa per, or 
read it aloud, or save it in a file on 
my lap top. It’ll be the same text, 
just ren dered dif fer ent ways—
vi su ally, au di bly, digitally.

But when “I like pizza” is printed, 
ty pog ra phy gets in volved. All 
vi su ally dis played text in volves 
ty pog ra phy—whether it’s on 
pa per, a com puter screen, or a 
billboard.

Don’t in fer from the high way-sign 
ex am ple that ty pog ra phy is 
an other word for font. Fonts 
are part of ty pog ra phy, but 
ty pog ra phy goes be yond fonts.

www.practicaltypography.com 
/what-is-typography.html
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4.2  
Primary Typeface

Vallejo Hello I'm: 
VALLEJO 
BLACK 
ROUNDED
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890
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4.3  
Secondary Typeface

Hello I'm: 
Bourton 
Hand
ABCdEFGHIJKlmN 
oPQrSTuVWXYZ 
ABCdEFGHIJKlmN 
oPQrSTuVWXYZ 
1234567890

Bourton Hand Base
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In order to guide the reader, then, headings are usually 
large, sub-headings are smaller, and body type is 
smaller still.

4.4  
Type Hierarchy

H1

H2

H3

H4

BODY COPY

CAPTION

CC

LEADING

For legible body text that’s 
comfortable to read, a general 
rule is that your leading value 
should be greater than the font 
size; from 1.25 to 1.5 times

TRACKING

The space between letters in 
a block of text. In CSS this is 
defined with the letter-spacing 
property

WIDOWS & ORPHANS

A single word at the end of a 
column is a widow and if it’s at 
the top of a new column it’s an 
orphan. They look bad and can 
be hard to read.

Kingstree, SC
Kingstree, SC

Kingstree, SC

Kingstree, SC

Kingstree, SC

Kingstree, SC

Kingstree, SC
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5.1  
Wayfinding

The wayfinding system should be introduced as part of 
the brand because it plays such an important role in the 
perception and flow of your community.

PRIMARY GATEWAYS 
These gateways are the primary 
intersection points and main entry 
ways to town. They need to be highly 
visible and introduce the brand.

BUILDING MARKERS 
The markers can be either wall 
mounted or monument style and 
denote important landmarks in the 
downtown district.

TRAILBLAZERS 
Trailblazers are the directing signs 
leading motorists to the main 
attractions in the area. These should 
have a maximum of three locations 
per sign and carry motorists from 
gateway to parking lot. Colors can 
be used to distinguish between 
different districts and can become 
smaller as the scale and speed of the 
roadway narrows. 

STREET BANNERS 
Banners are very popular and help 
to add color and movement to the 
lanes of travel, acting as a speed 
calming device. They too can be color 
coded by district and can promote 
local events, as well as promoting 
the brand.

PARKING SIGNAGE 
Identifying parking is important 
in creating a parking system in 
downtown. Visitors are more likely 
to walk a block or two to shop if the 
signage system leads them directly 
to a public parking lot and tell 
them how to proceed. The parking 
markers can be by themselves or as 
attachments to trailblazer signs.

INFORMATIONAL KIOSKS 
Informational kiosks serve as the 
transition point for vehicular traffic 
to pedestrian traffic. These kiosks 
should be located at major public 
parking resources and should include 
a map and the shopping & dining 
guide, along with the walking tour 
brochures.

SCALE
1'-0"

Park

Library Black River 
Landing

Library

Downtown

SINCE 1732

MAIN ST.

EXPLORE

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

CROWN OF THE 
BLACK RIVER

MARKED FOR
EXCELLENCE

Since
1732
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5.2  
Collateral

Now is the time to put your logo on everything. 
AND WE MEAN EVERYTHING.

SHOPPING BAGS 
Perfect for local businesses to 
use to show that Kingstree, SC is 
a shopping destination.

BUSINESS CARDS 
Above all else, a business 
card is a tangible object that 
you can use to provide your 
contact information to potential 
customers. Because of this, it’s 
essential not to sacrifice clarity 
for design elements. Most 
business cards contain your 
business name, your name and 
title, your telephone number, 
an email address, and a street 
address.

FASHION MERCHANDISE 
Customers and citizens deserve 
the opportunity to show their 
pride in their hometown with 
fashionable merch available from 
local organizations and locally 
owned business.

Marked for 
Excellence

ANOTHER 
GREAT THING 
HAPPENING IN 
KINGSTREE

KingstreE
SOUTH CAROLINA

12 minute 
walk to the 
Black River

5 minutes to 
Acting Classes

Brisket or 
Burger? 
3 minutes ahead.

THIS SPACE 
ISN’T EMPTY

It is Full of 
Opportunity
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The activity of attracting public attention to a 
community or event, by placing announcements in the 
print, broadcast, or electronic media

5.3  
Advertising

CONTACT

The contact or signature of an ad may appear anywhere in the 
ad although it is usually near the bottom. It consists of one or 
more of:

Logo, Advertiser Name, Address, Phone Number, Map or Driving 
Directions, Web Site Address, Extras.

Some print ads may have additional special elements such as 
an attached business reply envelope, tear-out portion with a 
coupon, tip sheet, product sample.

BODY

The copy is the main text of the ad. Some ads may take a 
minimalist approach, a line or two or a single paragraph. Other 
ads may be quite text-heavy with paragraphs of information, 
possibly arranged in columns newspaper style. While the words 
are the most important part of the copy, visual elements such 
as indentation, pull-quotes, bullet lists, and creative kerning and 
tracking can help to organize and emphasize the message of the 
body of the ad.

HEADLINES

The main headline may be the strongest element of the ad or 
it may be secondary to a strong visual. Some ads may have 
subheads and other title elements as well.

ARTWORK

Photographs, drawings, and graphic embellishments are a 
key visual element of many types of ads. Some ads may have 
only a single visual while others might have several pictures. 
Even text-only ads might have some graphics in the form of 
decorative bullets or borders. When included with visuals the 
caption is one of the first things most readers look at after the 
visual. 
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PREPARED BY

 
316 West Stone Avenue 
Greenville, SC 29609 
brandtouch@arnettmuldrow.com

arnettmuldrow.com
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6.1  
Logo Contact Sheet

File Format Guide
All of the included graphic files might not 
work on your machine, but that does not 
mean that the file is corrupted or that their 
is something wrong with your machine. 
These files address all of the normal uses 
that a community implemented design 
would require. Always make sure to inform 
vendors that you have these different file 
formats available.

In Microsoft Office, you can place EPS or PDF files that support transparency by going to the “Insert” menu and 
selecting “Photo>Picture from File...” This will ensure your files are using the highest resolution graphics for output.

File Type: Encapsulated PostScript

Category: Vector Image Files

File Description: PostScript (.PS) file that 
includes an embedded preview image in 
bitmap format; often used for transferring 
between different operating systems.

Program(s) that open EPS files:

Mac OS  Apple Preview, Adobe Illustrator, 
Acrobat, Photoshop, or 
QuarkXpress

Windows  CorelDRAW, Adobe Illustrator, 
Acrobat, or Photoshop, 
QuarkXpress 

File Type: Adobe Illustrator File

Category: Vector Image Files

File Description: Native file format created by 
Adobe Illustrator; composed of paths, or lines 
connected by points, instead of bitmap data; 
may include objects, color, and text; often 
referred to as a Illustrator drawing. Illustrator 
documents can be opened with Photoshop, 
but the image will be rasterized, meaning it 
will be converted from a vector image to a 
bitmap.

Program(s) that open ai files:

Mac OS  Adobe Illustrator, Acrobat, 
Reader, Adobe Photoshop 
(rasterized), Apple Preview

Windows  Adobe Illustrator, Acrobat, 
Reader, Adobe Photoshop 
(rasterized)

File Type: JPEG Image File

Category: Raster Image Files

File Description: Compressed graphic 
format standardized by the JPEG (Joint 
Photographic Experts Group) group; 
commonly used for storing digital photos 
since the format supports up to 24-bit 
color; also a common format for publishing 
Web graphics; compressed using lossy 
compression, which may noticeably 
reduce the image quality if a high amount 
of compression is used. JPEG files do not 
support transparency.

File Type: PNG Image File

Category: Raster Image Files

File Description: Portable Network Graphics 
(PNG) is a raster graphics file format that 
supports lossless data compression. PNG 
supports palette-based images, grayscale 
images (with or without alpha channel), & 
full-color non-palette-based RGB images 
(with or without alpha channel). PNG was 
designed for transferring images on the 
Internet, not for professional-quality print 
graphics, & therefore does not support 
non-RGB color spaces such as CMYK.

File Type: Portable Document Format

Category: Vector Image Files

File Description: Cross-platform document 
created by Adobe Acrobat or a program with 
the Acrobat plug-in; commonly used for 
e-mail attachments or for saving publications 
in a standard format for viewing on multiple 
computers; usually created from another 
document instead of from scratch. 

Program(s) that open PDF files:

Mac OS  Adobe Reader to view (free),  
Adobe Acrobat to edit 
(commercial), Apple Preview

Windows  Adobe Reader to view (free),  
Adobe Acrobat to edit 
(commercial), Brava! Reader

PDF

JPG

EPS

AI

PNG
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316 West Stone Avenue 
Greenville, SC 29609 
brandtouch@arnettmuldrow.com

arnettmuldrow.com
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HOW TO BE A 
Brand 
Partner

Brand 
Merchandise

Brand your 
Digital Presence

Hats

T-Shirts

Coffee cups

Decals

Bumper stickers

Bags

Shopping bags

Cycling jerseys

Pint glasses

Guitar picks

Water bottles

Outdoor gear

Polo shirts

Climbing chalk bags

Hiking stick medallions

Rain jackets

Guitar straps

Koozies

Socks

Invent something

Check off one of the suggestions, and you are a Brand Partner!

From here, it’s completely up to you, your community, your event, or your organization. There’s no proper order, only the things that make sense for you!

Brand Your 
Place

Share With us

Share With You

Request interest icons

Look for brand 

extension opportunities

Organizational logos

Street banners

Wayfinding signage

Open signs

Store hours signs

Shopping & dining 

guides

Advertising

Pocket folders

Visitor guides

Business cards

Brochures

Annual reports

Maps

Trail guides

Shopping bags

Loyalty cards

We would love to hear 

from you about all the 

amazing things you 

come up with to do 

with the  brand. Please 

share images and 

stories of the brand at 

work with us.

On a quarterly basis, 

we’ll share important 

information with you, 

like added resources, 

usage stats, exciting 

implementations, and a 

report of the growing 

brand equity!

Add logo to website

Add logos to Facebook 

as a gallery

Link from web to 

community website

Use hashtag

Share photos of 

branded items

Tweet the web address

Link google photo 

galleries to share

Profile pics

Send other businesses 

and organizations to 

the web address

Instagram people 

having fun

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

        Technical Integration
 Install Fonts
 Copy Brand Folder to Local Drive
 Adopt Internal Toolbox with sta�

        Collateral
 Share Brand Resources
 Share Merchadising Examples
 Share Brand Partner Idea List
 Create Volunteer Shirts
 Create Sta� Shirts
 Vehicle Graphics
 Police Badges
 Bench,Trash Can, Public Space Integration 

        Way�nding
 Plan Strategic Banner Strategy
 Plan Event Banner Strategy
 Explore Partnering for Comprehensive Way�nding System
 Bike Sign System
 Bike Lane Branding
 Guerilla Pedestrian Signs
 Parking Signs

        Printing
 Shopping & Dining Guide
 Organization Brochure
 Parking Cards
 Partner Banners
 Visit Cards
 Hours Signs

        Event Extension
 Logo Adoption
 Social Integration
 Marketing Integration
 Merchandise Expansion
 Signage
 Volunteer Swag

        Adopt Brand
 Board/Council  Adoption
 Share Brand Link with Design Partners 

       Social Media
 Update Facebook Pro�le
 Update Instagram Pro�le
 Update Twitter Pro�le
 Update Pinterest Pro�le
 Load Photos as gallery in Facebook
 Create Pinterest Board with Brand Elements

       Communication
 Update Email Signature
 Adopt Powerpoint Template
 Adopt Digital Letterhead
 Upload Brand Materials to Email Newsletter
 Adopt Envelope Template
 Printer Updated Business Cards

       Online
 Update Colors on Webpage
 Add New Graphics
 Update Favicon
 Add Brand Statement to Website
 Add Styleguide Request
 Add Brand Resources Page

       Other

HOW TO 
LAUNCH THE 
Brand 
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HOW TO BE A 
Brand 
Partner

Brand 
Merchandise

Brand your 
Digital Presence

Hats

T-Shirts

Coffee cups

Decals

Bumper stickers

Bags

Shopping bags

Cycling jerseys

Pint glasses

Guitar picks

Water bottles

Outdoor gear

Polo shirts

Climbing chalk bags

Hiking stick medallions

Rain jackets

Guitar straps

Koozies

Socks

Invent something

Check off one of the suggestions, and you are a Brand Partner!

From here, it’s completely up to you, your community, your event, or your organization. There’s no proper order, only the things that make sense for you!

Brand Your 
Place

Share With us

Share With You

Request interest icons

Look for brand 

extension opportunities

Organizational logos

Street banners

Wayfinding signage

Open signs

Store hours signs

Shopping & dining 

guides

Advertising

Pocket folders

Visitor guides

Business cards

Brochures

Annual reports

Maps

Trail guides

Shopping bags

Loyalty cards

We would love to hear 

from you about all the 

amazing things you 

come up with to do 

with the  brand. Please 

share images and 

stories of the brand at 

work with us.

On a quarterly basis, 

we’ll share important 

information with you, 

like added resources, 

usage stats, exciting 

implementations, and a 

report of the growing 

brand equity!

Add logo to website

Add logos to Facebook 

as a gallery

Link from web to 

community website

Use hashtag

Share photos of 

branded items

Tweet the web address

Link google photo 

galleries to share

Profile pics

Send other businesses 

and organizations to 

the web address

Instagram people 

having fun
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BRANDSCORE MAIN STREET

BRANDACTION

1. Do You Have A Defined Typeface?

2. Do You Have A Color Palette?

3. Do You Have An Organization Logo?

4. Do You Have An Destination Logo?

5. Do Your Committes Have Logos?

6. Do You Have A Styleguide?

7. Do You Have An Org Branded Presentation Template?

8. Do You Have An Org Branded Business Card, Letterhead & Envelope?

9. Is Your Org Logo On Your Website?

10. Do You Have An Org Brochure?

11. Is Your Org Logo Your Facebook Profile?

12. Is Your Logo Your Instagram Profile?

13. Do You Know What Twitter Is For?

14. Do You Have A Traditional Or Electronic Newsletter?

15. Do You Have A Uniform Hashtag?

16. Do Our Events Amplify Our Brand?

17. Does Your Gateway Include Your Logo?

18. Your Street Banners Feature Your Destination Brand.

19. Do You Make Your Volunteers Feel Part Of The Brand?

20. Do You Address Parking With Your Brand?

21. Is There Logo Apparel?

22. Member Or Investor Benefits

5 points

5 points

5 points

5 points

2 points

5 points 

2 points

2 points/ 6 max

5 points

5 points

3 points

3 points

3 points

2 points

2 points

5 points/ 20 max

5 points

3 points

5 points

5 points

2 points

2 points

OpportunityYour ScorePoint Value
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Copyright Transfer Statement
Ben Muldrow as the agent for Arnett Muldrow & Associates, 
located at 316 West Stone Avenue, Greenville, SC, the owner 
of Copyright for this presented design(s) hereby grants a full 
copyright license transfer to Kingstree, SC, Here to utilize the 
following designs as the new owner sees fit to do so.

For the purpose of Community Branding.

This license, attested to by the parties effectively immediately 
shall serve as notice and agreement between the parties and 
may not be changed without written permission from the 
Arnett Muldrow & Associates. Arnett Muldrow & Associates 
retains the right to use the created material to self market and 
self promote.

This signed agreement also includes the transfer of rights to 
any variations of the logo previously agreed and supplied as 
part of the initial proposal.

Example of these variations could include : multiple color 
versions, size and dimensional variations – landscape and 
portrait, reversed out versions, social media profile images, 
favicon etc.

Is there anything missing on this Copyright Transfer Form 
that was previously agreed? Let me know before accepting 
this statement. It is critical the information shared here is 
understood and accepted in whole.

Arnett Muldrow & Associates 
864.233.0950 
ArnettMuldrow.com 
316 West Stone Avenue 
Greenville, SC 29609


